
"

PUCE OP DRAf;>T FOB CHAPTER VI

THE SITE

The Institute's land comprises a portion of the

W*.
Battlefield of the Revolutionary War on which In 1777

General Washington defeated the British under General

, ?h© battle followed by a few days the

spectacular orlctory of Christmas night at Trenton when

after an Icy crossing of tae Delaware 'liver untie r the

guidance of g@afari.ng wen in the ^evolutionary army from

Marble h^ad, HasaahusettB, hashing ton* s" hungry art<3 ragged

troops attacked the Hessians taking l,Cff prisoners and

losing out four men. The British army facing south was

encamped with its rear guard at Princeton* Washington

whose position was so vulnerable at Valley Forge after

the retreat from Mew York that fciaci General Bow© pursued
1

the F?©volutionary array, it probably would have been able
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to defeat It at Valley Porg© planned effectuate his

campaign by taore leisurely means. Washingt .>n took the

offensive a;.-aln» and on trie morning of January 3» 1777*

an advance party of about 33'0 men under coat :and of

Major Isaac Shermann of Connecticut and General Lew Mercer

supported by only two guns marched around the left flank

of the British to strike at Princeton* The firing began

at about 120 feet, T&e first contingent of the .Americans

retreated before the better armed British after firing three

volleys at them, but .met and w©i"© supported and encouraged

by Washington leading his troops on foot to reinforce them*

The tide of battle was turned* The British lost about

lj.ro in tii© battle and the Americans about 10 O* General Mercer,

fighting valiently on foot after having his horse killed,

was attacked and beaten down and died on the battlefield*

The Institute's land acquisitions encompassed a

^substantial part of the territory on which the latter

in
phases of the battle were fought. The state/establishing
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a series of battlefield publife parks after long negotiation
I

with the Institute secured a gift of a portion of Its land

to round out acreage devoted to a park without

recreational facilities which now borders the Institute's

its
property on/fete western line*
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SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS Academic Organization

PHILOSOPHY Academic Activities

RUSSELL, BERTRAM) Biographical

FLEXNER, A.

Russell to Plexner, December 28, 1936. Wants to live in
America and to return to logic. A number of friends have told
him that he might join Einstein and ¥eyl at the Institute, He
has to earn a living. He "has a num¥er~of people depending on
him. He should like to apply to the Institute if there is a
vacancy.

Plexner to Russell, January 2?, 1937. Obviously greatly
flattered. There is no place. ( a/ir ^\« iJll̂ "̂  f^-^j* \ W^-A*. «3 j VJOH SM&jA4,4'*«*.v • ' v\#wv*fl

"institute for Advanced Study began with a somewhat
ambltj.ons mathematical group known as the School of Mathematics*
Thereupon, the Trustees decided to make a start in certain other
directions.. .the humanistic studies on the one hand and economics

on the other on the theory that the Institute would be a more
nearly rounded affair if its entire income was not eoncent»afied
in the field of mathematics. I doubt, therefore, whether in
the next few years the mathematical group would be enlarged..."

Russell's response, February 8; accepts philosophically,
but states that he is usually classified as a phi.lojs_g.pher rather
than as a mathejnatj^cian. Sets store by Flexner's statement
that if the situation changes he would be happy to be considered.

August 10, 19^1-0, Einstein to Aydelotte. Has been informed
Russell would like to come tot he Institute (has had a letter
from Charles Morris of the University of Chicago dated August 10
urging Russell's continued competence and his great need for
money). Einstein s^aid, "I know that our Institute is hindered
by its precarious financial situationj but it may be possible to
get some special funds to enable this great mind to do his
valuable work in Princeton for a few years. If there is any
possibility_J..t_jnust_ be avoided that later generations should
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have to tell that this master could not find opportunities to
finish his work,"

Ayctelotte, August 18, responds only that as a member of the
Executive ^oard of Emergency Committee in Aid of Displaced
Foreign Scholars he shall raise the question of assistance for
Russell. At the same time he asks Veblen what can be done*

Vebjjen to Aydelotte, August 21)., 1914.0. Russell would fit in
the Mathematics Department. Alexander, Einstein and Weyl have
great admiration for him. I have knew n and liked him since 1908e

Don't remember von Neumann or Morse saying anything about him.

. He is great as a mathematical logician and as a master of
I the English language. The chief point against him is that he is
'already past retiring age in years. MIf someone came forward with
what would amount to a pension for the rest of his days, I can
jsee no reasonfor not giving him asylum, as it were, in the
'Institute." But he doesn't see that a foundation would grant
the funds for the purpose. Gites Plexner's pearlier rejection,
not only because of funds but because he did not think we should

go in for philosophye

Veblen says GBdel is the one man who now has surpassed
Russell in mathematical logic^. (Not philosophy).

January 8, 19^3* Phoebe H, Gilkyson of Montclair, Pennsylvania,
to Aydelotte on Dr<> Barnes' casting Russell f orth f rom the
Barnes Foundation because he dared to lecture outside. The
Russells are hard up, stranded in a country house at Chester
Spring, no servants, no money, very frail tires on their car,
and somewhat frail in health. No one is friendly; they are
too British.

Stephen Duggan, also communicated in distress with
Aydelotte about the Russells.

On March 10, 19i|4* Aydelotte invites Wolraan, Moe, Maass, HX
the £«K members of the School of Economics, and one or t wo members

of the League of Nations to seminars to be conducted at the
Institute by Russell. There were two. Aydelotte ihanked Russell
effusively (April 15) and sent him an honararium of 0100,
D, Russell, Bertrand
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ASSISTANTS Academic Personnel

MEMBERS

BERGMANN, PETER Biographical

BARGMANN, V.

EINSTEIN, A.

Bergmann a member 1936-37 (See Einstein's letter to Flexner,
November 1, 1937)

Einstein's Assistant 1937-40
" Member 19i}-0-i|.l fejuf,, f*!3"> -MD

• ' -
Bargmann a member 1937-4-0

" Einstein's Assistant

Bulletin
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./1936-37

GEST ORIENTAL LIBRARY Facilities

See memo 1936-7 chronological file A. C. L. S.

A. C. L. S. on Par Eastern Studies in American universities
for studies in philology Chinese and Japanese,
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/L936-7

PRINCETON (LIAISON COMMITTEE) Relations WOAI

Pile snows meetings only on April 3, 1936 (Dinner at Prospect)
and November 19, 1937» (Princeton Inn).

D, Institute-University Liaison Committee
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-7

BEHEPITS Academic Personnel

BUDGET Finance

T. I. A. A. budgeted on professors' salaries from beginning.
Reserves for excess in benefits committed to Veblen, Plexner,
Weyl and Einstein not budgeted until budget for 1936-7.
$10,000 per annum then and after^

Treasurer's Reports
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American COUNCIL OF LEARNED SOCIETIES Foundations

SCHOOL OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES (ASIATIC) Academic Organization

See memoranda of October 30, 1936, September 3, 1937,
September 1, 1937* etc. on the activities of the American
Council of Learned Societies, ana its Committee on Far
Eastern Studies with respect to the introduction of courses
in -^erican universities in philology of Japan and China
and some of the Near Eastern nations.

D File, Chinese Studies
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/1936-3?

J.B.S,

E@lat.loa® W. 0, A. I.

V«foi«n Invited M«jQ,datt» to th* Institute (wb*r® tt» fiaanoial »pp»®ifoility woaM b*
sl»r»d b^ Prlnoat^ Univ.) ia Sew, 1936. Hoadan* r«pli@d (11/12/36) that ha na® going
to Spain to h*Ip with d®fanse of 14adrid against a gas attactf tlureat«nad by Germn and
Italian invaders. Invitation ra?«iii0w»d on 3/20/3?* fhar® iss ao auawsp in fil*»

11*28 Vailt
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/1936-38

//um*»tff't*.
SCHOOL OP ins; TORI GAL STUDIES Academic Organization

November 1?, 1936 Morey to Panofsky on cooperation between
Princeton and IAS.

Bailey to ^anofsky, i}./20/37« Flexner authorized by Board
stipends 1937-38 ff. and had advised Dodds to notify mev\,

Downey
Professor Rowley
Professor R. Stillwell

^Other Stipendiates
Ettinghausen
Heckscher
Jurgi
Starr
Swarzensii
Wilbur

Panofsky asks what about Weitzmann April 23. January 29, 1938
Panofsky to Plexner increase in xaiacRJt&sx salary. Thanks.

Humanistic
D, School of Hi&fce-pio-ai Studies
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1936-39 /

iTY PARTICIPATION

POLICY

FLEXNER, A.

VEBLEN, 0.

RIEFLER, ¥.

MORSE, M.

G-OLIMAN, H.

EINSTEIN, A.

EARLE, E. M.

Academic Personnel

Administration

Biographical

Excerpts from File V-l, IAS Faculty Minutes 1^33-1950

See FACULTY PARTICIPATION - Academic Personnel
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FLEJtiMER, A. Biographical

VKHL&M, 0.

AYDtiLOTTJi, F.

Veblen's file, \T-2} contains originals signed letters as follows:
March li;, 1936, Veblen and Rieller to Fiexner; Oct. 5, 1936, Veblen and Riefler to
Flexner

Also there are the two copies orbed in the history of statements or memorandum
submitted by Fiexner to the Faculty meeting (see Veblen's history) and another, although
these are not signed, and might have been his file (see File V-2) and also in the same
file an apparent draft of a memorandum from Fiexner to Morse dated March 15, 1939
answering the Faculty letter of March 15. At the head of this are marked the words,
"Not sent" and "Keep in file" signed "AF". The presence in Veblen's file of the signed
letters from the Faculty to Fiexner sheds some light perhaps upon Fiexner' s charge in
his interview that the files were ''gone through" after he left in Oct. of 1939 •

File V-2
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•^936-

PRITCHETT, W. KENDHXCK Biographical

Ph. D. Johns Hopkins,
Assistant to Meritt
Army Air Corps, 19ij-2-#5
Fellow epigraphy ASCS, 19i}5-6
Member IAS, 19i|-5-6
Associate Professor &ps^k at TJ. C., 19ij-7-

D, Pritchett
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DIRECTOR Administration

FACULTY Academic Personnel

TRUSTEES C orp or at ion

BENEFITS Academic Personnel

ECONOMICS Academic Activities

AYDELOTTE, P. Biographical

FLEXEER, A.

EINSTEIN, A.

VEBLEI, 0.

MAASS, H. H.

Intergiew with Dr. Aydelotte, October 16, 1956, 10:30 a. ra,
Filed in Vertical File under Aydelotte Interviews,
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£̂936-19)4.7

PANOFSKY, ERWIN Biographical

letters to Flexner always rather obsequious, and almost
invariably terminate wi,£h, n

.x'very gratefully and" respectfully yours f When he wrote to
Aydelotte he wrote more as an equal and a friend.

D Pile, Erwin Panofsky
A Pile, Erwin Panofsky
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Biographical

Asked (and accepted | by locke feller Pound at ion to inspect
Museums Gzeckodovakla, Poland, 0-reeee and Yugoslavia to
ascertain damages of war for U11S00* Meat June, July,

Oppeaheim«r to Merltt— Swarsenskl will be charged against
stipends School of lumanistlc Studies, 19^6-9— $^,000 t*

Appoint®^ F̂ bruaiy 18, 19̂ 7 for five jears, July 1, 19k7 with
TIAA

Panofskj to Swarsenski April if., 1949* aoknowleclgliag Swarzenekl » s
letter of resignation,

Material on above filed in Vertical File tinder mSn for
Swarmenski,

-* DvOC"

D,. SMarzenskl, Han®
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/1936-50

POLICIES Administration

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

See memoranda on Posdick, Rockefeller Foundation filed
School of Humanistic studies X92& 1928, 1930-lfO, 1933, 19i|3
(Saturday Review quote) and Oates on Council of Humanities on
purposes humanism.
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/I936-1955

GENERAL (JOURNAL SYMBOLIC LOGIC) Publications

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS Academic Organization

I. A. S. contributed 100 membership to
Association for Symbolic Logic for publication of Journal
until 19i|-0, when sum became

D, Journal of Symbolic Logic
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'•'TO6-
SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AMD POLITICS Academic Organization

Report of the National Bureau of Economic Research
on 20 years of work, 1936-1955-

Filed in Vertical Pile, School of Economics and Politics,
•February I)., 1951>*

An official of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System had the following to say on some date not
named in the excerpt appended to the report (Appendix B):

The Federal Reserve Board was making itn own
preliminary studies in 1914-0 and early 19̂ 4-1 "bo determine
whether Federal regulation of consumer installment financing
would be desirable and feasible as a control for inflation
which threatened as a result of the war. The monographs
published by the MBER, largely under Riefler's administrative
and research controls were constantly studied by the Federal
Reserve System in.accepting and administering the responsi-
bility given it by the Executive Order to apply Regulation W.

II TIn the course of administering Regulation ¥, including
the processing of necessary amendments, the Bureau's
monographs have also been of valuable assistance.. We have -;
occasion to consult one or another of them almost all the time.../

"One of the most important reasons, I should add,
why these studies have been of so much use to us, is that
the scholarly thoroughness ana impartiality with which they
have beend one have been such as to inspire a high degree
of confidence. lnthe field of consumer credit.. .the°
competitive relations between different types of
consumer financing institutions give rise to numerous
articles and books which contain, not always in an
obvious way, some elements of special pleading. In helping
one to find his way successfully through this literature,
such objective studies as those of the National Bureau are
something like a godsend,,"

Riefler, in giving this report to me, checked the
following items:

I. A Program of Financial Research
Book, Report of Exploratory Committee on Financial
Research, 1937

II. Studies in Consumer Instalment Financing
10 Dooks on various aspects of consumer
installment financing, and 2 bulletins
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III. Studies in Business Financing
8 books in all of which, he had a formulated
influence in laying ou^bhe program of research

VI. Studies in Corporate Bond Financing
2 books, 1 occasional paper, and two technical
papers.

whom
As t o the personnel/Rief ler supervised, counselled iadk

with, and directed, five have moved "into high positions in
research administration and policy making.,,." Report, page 2.
One is a member of the President's Council 0$. Economic
Advisors—Raymond J. Saulnier, another l\feil H. Jacoby is
a member of the Council in 195>3 arid 195^» and now is Dean
of the School of Business, University of California at Los
Angeles;. Ralph A. Young, Director of Research and Statistics
of the Board of overnors of the Federal Reserve System;
W. Braddock Hickraan, economist, iMew York Life Insurance
Company; and Donald H0 Tnompspn, Vice-President, Federal
Reserve Bank of Cleveland,,

Report of the National Bureau of Economic Research on 20 ]fears of Work
Filed Vertical File, Sen. of Econ. & Pol,
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VSBLEH-, 0> Biographical

4yi*l»0tte*e wifwwt t@ on <tf
bi*a*« <Hf*n« aatf f»nfe f«r f®alt««ti<w ^T

di4 to fnlil«3a &» 3P«a^!r«Ml tlte-ap
Ii»: -itist* ,«®»fetr®» Al*e

'26t fwtteal

Vertioal ?!!• *lf 1« tft* •our«* far *Hi* not**
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1X1936

EARLE, EDWARD M. Biographical

Earle was at Saranac Lake from January 1, 1936, and
probably before. Finally gets out and goes to New *ork. The
Institute increases his salary to $10,000 effective July 1, 1936»
He had to go back to the woods to Saranac Lake again, but
would be avail£> le for work in the fall of 1936.

D, Earle, Edward M., 1936-1939
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9̂36

ARCHEOLOGY (TAKSUS) Academic Activities

HARVARD Relations WOA1

GOLDMAN, HETTY Biographical

SACHS, PAUL

jit.

Goldman to Sachs.

A letter withdrawing her tender of resignation as Director of the
excavations at Tarsus and an enumeration of points justifying further
work at Tarsus for the enlistment of fiaancial aidc

D Pile, Goldman, Hetty, 1936-191̂
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January - February

WSLI*:,SLEY COLLESis (GESERAI.) Eelations &OAI

CAMPHE&t Biographical

betters regarding above filed in Vertical File under Ĉ*1
for Campbell,

II1-2?
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1/2

HARVARD UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

GREENE, JEROME D.

Harvard's invitation to its Tercentenary Celebration received, with request for
representation of IAS at reception 9/16/36. Flexner replies that he will advise wiiether
anyone from IAS can be present. Greene is confused since Einstein has accepted Conant's
invitation to attend a jSynposium on Thepretical Physics on Sept. 7« Flexner (1/7/36) to
Greene) agrees that Eiri¥te~in"can~fepresent IAS if he can remain over; Flexner will stay
as long as possible in Canada.

Greene (Harvard Univ.) to Flexner (Princeton):

".... You must not expect me to be happy with any conclusion which makes The Institute
for Advanced Study a conj3j>ic,,upus absenî e from our Celebration. You may be interested to
know that over fifty institutions, answering our invitation of January first, for an event
eight months off, have sent their acceptances practically by return" mail, with the Presi-
dent mentioned, in every instance but one, as the Delegate. Anybody who disapproves of
the genus praeses academicus and who would like to stage a wholesale massacre can never
have a better opportunity than to catch them all at once on the large platform which will
be erected for them in thd Yard on September 18.

"Your letter heading reminds me that Ambassador Houghton is your Chairman. He

will doubtless attend the Celebration as an Alumnus and former member of the Board of
Overseers, but he might be able to tra|§flform hiJnself into a Delegate of your Institute
and in that capacity march at the head of the procession of 'Delegates (which will be in
the inverse order of the age of the institutions).1 Truly the last shall be first."

Mr. Houghton was invited and accepted (Flexner to Greene 1/28/36).

File 11-25
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1936 """1/10

GENERAL Corporation

W. Farrier to Flexner:

"1. The Treasurer should meet with the Finance Committee, but should he be a member
thereof?...The Treasurer, of course, should attend Finance Committee meetings, but if he
were actually one of the committee, he would seem to be in the paradoxical position of
being under his own supervision, directing himself, and reporting to himself.

"2. How many individuals, in all, are to be members of the various committees?
/Are ex-officiis members, etc. actually members of the committee?/

"3. Does a majority of the members of a committee constitute a quorum for the
transaction of business?

wiK Should the By-Laws permit attendance of Members by proxy?

"...I feel, where the Institute is concerned, that 'the/ place where on I stand is
holy ground/1"

>,

Source: D Farrier, Walter H.
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1/13

ARCHEOLOGY (ANTIOCH) Academic Activities

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAT

PERLMAN, PHILIP B. Biographical

Bamberger to Flexner, 1/14/36 enclosing copy letter
from Philip B. Perlman complimenting Bamberger for work in
Humanities at I, A. S. Committee on Antioch: eKired by
Francis Taylotf of Worcester; 3 instituti ons responsible were
Princeton, Worcester and Balto Art Museum.

D, Bamberger, Lo
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X1936

ROCKEFELLER Foundations

GENERAL EDUCATION BOARD

FOSDICK, R. B. Biographical

FLEXHER

Bamberger to Flexner. Made President of both
Rockefeller Foundation and G« E. B« in interests of modified
policies and non-duplicating gifts. Contemplates that
G. B. B. would be finally expended,. Clipping Survej

D, Bamberger, Louis
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•1/17
1936

6/6

SCHOOL OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

LOWE, ELIAS . Biographical

MERRIAM, JOHN 0.

CARNEGIE INSTITUTION Foundations

ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION

AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LEARNED SOCIETIES

Flexner to Merriara (Carnegie Institution, Washington, D. C.)

«I A have this morning a letter from Lowe, accepting witn enthusiasm a profess-
orship at the Institute for Advanced Study. I have explained to hm tei s am
relations, and I have also written to Leland that there is no reason why any 01 nxs
relationships with the various societies m*. and the Carnegie Institute of Washington
shiSdS Stubbed by reason of his coming to America. I think ne would appreciate
it deeply if you would drop him a line to let him know of our interview.

"leland's letter is quite lyric as to restoring Lowe to the American iola. I
hope that we may be able to add one or two men of like calibre to the School of Humanistic
Studies, so that that School may hold up its head alongside of Mathematics."

Merriam to F3sxner

"I appreciate very much your letter of January seventeenth regarding your
correspondence with Dr. Lowe. As indicated in our conversation on December second, I
shall oe glad to do what we can to work out the most favorable plan for cooperation.
As stated in our recent conversation regarding this matter, I planned to write to Dr.

i Lowe on the basis of a copy of your letter to Dr. Lowe, but I have not yet received your
letter and also have not heard from Dr. Lowe, so that for the time being I am a little
in doubt as to steps which should be taken by the Carnegie Institution. Please oe
assured, however, of my desire to work out a plan which would be effective for Dr. Lowe
and his interesting studies." -^ ̂ u*̂  ? jM*Ii,, l^< i \ iv s«d j-vWk Ce*~*c4 ;~ 'V̂

Flsxner to Merriam: (taken from a letter from Lowe to Flexner) 4(4

"...As no volume of C.L.A. can possibly appear this year, it is essential that
the next volume appear in 1937. Now, the press requires a whole year to get out a volume;
so that if the next volume is to appear in 1937 it is absolutely necessary that copy
should be handed in by November of this year. I do not see how this can be accomplished
unless I devote part of the autumn to field work.
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"I should, therefore, lî e to propose a postponement of my Princeton residence
in the hope that you would have no serious objection to my coming over in September in
order to have a conference with you and later with President Merriam, to meet my colleaguf
and instal my library, and then to take a fast ship to Genoa to do my Italian field work
during the good months of October and November, returning to American towards the end of
the year, ready to start residence in January of 1937*•• I naturally expected to start
my Princeton residence in October and to stay on till it was time to cross the ocean in
the spring. I am sure you will understand, and I hope that this request for permission
to modify my programme will not disarrange any of the plans which you had for me.

"I have just heard that two of my librarian friends are to be made cardinals,
so there is every hope that, at least in ecclesiastical libraries, there will be no
difficulty in obtaining the necessary photographs. In some of the secular libraries
there may still be difficulty, but I shall wave my American flag, and that ought to help."

File IH-21
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1/19

PANOFSKY Biographical

SWARZENBKI, HAMS

Panofsky to Flexner setting JfeEkk forth reasons why his and
Morey's nomination of Hans Swarzenski should not wait for
Meritt 's return and judgment,

s t

. r

A, 10/18/56, IAS file section on Panofsky
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1/22

D,

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

Plexner, a. Biographical
3 C
} i'l

A letter from Plexner to Institute facuulty wives assisting
in arrangements for Institute Valentine Party addressed to
Mrs. Alexander. In looking over the list handed to him by
Mrs. Plexner for the party, he became aware that a consideration
which he has to bear in mind continuously, Princeton J-.
University, has not been taken care of. It is a valuable
asset to the Institute. It seemed to him that the ladies
ought to include in our little festivities now one group and ••* -;
now another of the Princeton faculty, especially the younger
men who with their wives do not have too much enjoyment of this U
kind. It will show our attitude toward Princeton and will
contribute more fetas to the gaiety of the party than including ^ ~
a group of the townspeople which apparently had been done.
He announces his intention gently of making a few substitutions ~>
and additions to the list saying that he has not consulted
Mrs. Plexner about it .

1̂936 1/22

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

PLEXNER, A. Biographical

Dr. Plexner to Mrs. Alexander, January 22, 1936. Mrs.
Plexner has given him list of persons to be invited to the Valentine
party. Gracefully suggests inclusion of some of the younger
Princeton faculty rather than the towns people, including a
certain number of "strangers." "l hope you will therefore
permit me, feeling as I do a sense of great responsibility
for the relationship of the two institutions, to make a few
subs tit iutions and a few addition to the list... In so doing I
have not consulted Mrs. Plexner because she told me that she
did not feel that she had a right to change any action taken by
the committee."

D, Prof. James W. Alexander M Permanent Mem.
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1936 1/22

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organisation

MORE? Biographical

CAMPBELL

STILLWELL

LASSUS, JEAN

PLEXNER, A.

Morey to Flexner, )L January 22.\0

To clarify position on ¥. A, Campbell and his appointment
to a permanent post in the School of Humanities as Field
Archaeologist,, S«ek Situation discussed previous Saturday but
not with same clarity. Campbell, Associate Professor
Art Department, Wellesley and was given leave for the second term
to act as Field Director at Antioeh during the last of the

-\Jfive-year concession ending in 1936. Position open in
classical archaeology full-time basis Wellesley next fall, and
Campbell will have to decide whether he wants that position or not0

If the Institute's post that the offer of the Institute cannot
be made until the renewal of the Antioeh concession is assured
in July that the appointment be as of July 1, 1937 in order

» that arrangements may be made this spring for Campbell or
somebody else tdfeaeh classical archaeology at Wellesley
academic year 1936-37*

In view of these doubts Morey says no permanent post of
Field Archaeologist could be created, and that it would seem
better to create the post tentatively on the Institute's budget

t , |for 1936-37 to be made a permanent post if the Antioch-dig is
^continued from July 1, 1937* He then suggests t hat*f-the tentative
post is thus created^ He would recommend it be filled 1936-37
by Stillwell, ex-Director of the School of Classical Studies
at Athens, and ex-Architect of the Corinth and Agora excavations
in order: (1) to provide an architect for the Antioeh season
of 1936, and (2) to acquaint Stillwell who in the event of

an ikK extension of the concession would be architect and assistant
^/director w±"bh/the site. Suggests the stipend 05*000. On the
other hand the appointment in Campbell's case should be a
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stipend of 56,000, since the post he is giving up at Wellesley
would at once or in the immediate future carry a full professor's
salary of Bij-,500, and he needs 01,000 to make up for the
devaluation of the dollar and for travel (6500 for travel0

Suggests Lassus available for a year's research to work on
his own material and that gathered by Weitzmann. This in place
of ¥aage, instructor at Cornell whose appointment should be v
discussed with Meritt (absent in England) in the hope that
Waage would come in 1937o

Summarizing, Morey suggests that Stillwell be appointed
temporarily field archeologist in the School of Humanities and
a stipend of &5,OQO, and that OFene Lassus be appointed on a
1-year grant of $3»000 to prepare for publication at Princeton
the Book of Kings in the De¥ald-Priend-Weitzmann Corpus of
Old Testament Illustration,

D, H«M6ua4%ste» Humanistic Studies,
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1936

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities

Prom a clipping from the Princeton Herald, January 2l\., 1936;

Negotiations between the Institute for Advanced Study and
ttie Estate of Walter Hart Olden for the purchase of Olden
Farm reached the final stages.

The Battle J^ark Farm purchased has been in the
possession of the Olden family since Golonipal days. It is part
of a huge tract acquired in 1696 for the Oldens who were v
among the pioneer settlers of Princeton. A portion of
Olden Manor, residence of tiie family, was built before
the Revolutionary War.

Bulletin No. 5> (February, 1936) announced the purchase
of approximately 200 acres, and said that the Institute had
no intention of buildlnguntil the institution has developed
beyond its present size and scope. (P. 3)

D, Publicity - Press Clippings
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SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization
Wwi_. . —-

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY ( FLrffi ARTS Relations WOAI
GRADUATE CENTER)

PANOPSKY, ERWIN Biographical

FLEXUER, A.

COOK, WALTER ¥„ S.

HERZFEID

Cook to Flexner.

The confirmation of arrangements whereby Herzfeld
will come and live in Princeton and carry on his research
and publication where there is an excellent art library
for his purposes, ana at the same time, give one course

~wjper term at New York University. Herzfeld's expected
publication of the results of 20 years of excavation will be
a-great contribution to science.:.

"Dr0 Herzfeld is internationally regarded as the most
outstanding scholar in the f ield of Mear Eastern Art. For the

past twenty years, he has directed one expedition after
another in Persia on behalf of the University of Berlin, the
German Government, and the Oriental Institute in Chic ago0
Last year, his excavation of Persepolis was completed and
his recent dismissal as Professor in Berlin and completion of
his contract with Chicago which terminated January 1st of
this year, leaves him entirely free to come to this country.

\e is not only universally accepted as the outstanding scholar
in the ancient art of the Near East, but also has personal
qualifications which will enable him to fit perfectly into
the American scene. He speaks English with practically no
accent, and has many influential and prominent friends in this
country."

He speaks of the appointment of such outstanding
scholars as Panofsky, Merit, Lowe and Herzfeld as a great
contrioution to American scholarship*. It will raise the
level of higher education in other American institutions0

D Pile, Cook, Walter W0 S0
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"Within a comparatively short time, the Institute for
Advanced Study has become one of the most potent factors in
American education. I have often wondered whether Mr.
Baniberger and Mrs. Fuld, when they b rought this Institute
into existence, realized what a great contribution they were
making. Most professors in American universities are so
overburdened with teaching and administrative details that
they have little opportunity for research and publication. i

However, the establishment of this Institute with a small
group of outstanding scholars who are devoting themselves
primarily to the advancement of knowledge is an outstanding
challenge to all our American universities,,"

He cites the recent announcement of Professor Conant
of Harvard of the future ̂  creation of a limited number of
chairs for professors who would not h^J^^J^^^^iA^JKjL-S^

\, and who would devote themselves to research and
be free from the routine of administration. Cook is sure that
the creation of these proposed chairs, one of which will be financed
by Thomas Lament, is the direct result of the existence of

the Institute, which is a constant example of the fact that the
most important element in an institution is the scholar, rather
than the brick and mortar and machinery which surrounds him0
"Everyone in this comntry and abroad who is vitally interested
in the future of the advancement of knowledge and the
preservation of scholarship can be deeply grateful to Mr0 Bambergen
and Mrs. Puld for the unique contribution which they have made0 % M

D Pile, Cook, Walter W0 So
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.X936 1/25

HARVARD Relations WOAI
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

Veblen to Flexner.

He has spoken with Eisenhart about a joint arrangement &s with
\Princeton University for a stipend of $2,000 for the period ending with
ithe Christmas recess or some time in the autumn for Professors Cartan,
jHardy, and Levi-Civita to lecture at Princeton and the Institute.
'Princeton and the Institute to hâ t̂he expense of $6,000. He re c ommends
the Institute assuming the whole if ̂ Princeton cannot afford its $3>000.

U

Pile IV-20
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1936

MATHEMAIICS Academic Ae%i=#iM

HARUY, G. H. Biographical

•JLEVI-CIVITA, PROF. T.

CAR'i'AM, JSLlJS

The Director stated that he had received a letter from Veblen to the effect

that these three are attending the Harvard Tercentenary in September and suggested that
these three be invited to come to Princeton before Christmas recess at the joint invita-
tion of the Institute and the University at a stipend of $2000 respectively. This was
approved by the Board provided that the budget of the School of Mathematics for 1936-37
would not be increased thereby. (Minutes 1/27/36, p. lit)

Vol. 2, I\lo
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/1936 1/2?

SALARIES Academic Personnel

BUDGET Finance

ALEXANDER Biographical

VON NEUMANN

Flexner makes general observation fcfeafc to the effect that
the budget for 1936-37 will contain adjustments calculated to
bring salaries more in line in a few cases with original
philosophy of compensation. He did not mention Alexander and
von Neumann whose salaries were increased in the budget as of
July 1, 1936 to £12,500. ̂  tf , dO K<sV t - s O . U A _ 6}

I *+~i

Trustees Minutes, January 27, 1936, p
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1936 1/2?

SALARIES Academic Personnel

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AMD POLITICS S Academic Organization

See Flexner»s report pp. i|. ff. on salary scales.
Important. Also on statistician for Riefler, p. 4 .

Trustees Minutes, 1/27/36
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1936

GENERAL Finance

POLICY Administration

The Director reported to the Board that he feels he has vindicated his policy
of never expending the total income available to the Institute although he says "I have
had no share whatsoever in the management of the affairs of the Institute." But if
they had been expended completely for the current year we should probably not have
approached Professor Lowe. nAs it is we have been able to make a modest expansion in
the field of the humanities and have won the approbation and the cooperation of the
Carnegie Institution of Washington and the Morgan Library by so doing."

"As the resources of the Institute increase Flexner hopes the unexpended
margin may likewise increase so that it may become a really substantial sum.

vested
He goes on to say thatuno school has the/right In any particular sum of money

beyond the sum. jafxsiHHag!: needed for continuing appropriations. No school should feel
itself constrained to spend the entire amount appropriated to them." (Minutes 1/27/36,
pp. 5 & 6.)

Vol. 2, No. 5
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1936

GENERAL Academic Activities

GENERAL Academic Personnel

The Director:

"The Institute has no ordinary teaching duties and is therefore under no
obligations to fill a vacant post. In the event that a chair becomes vacant several
courses are open.

( 1) It may be filled in case there is a person of sufficient eminence and
the subject itself is still a living one.

(2) The amount expended can revert to the, treasury to be used for any other
legitimate purpose of the Institute.

(3) A new professorship in an entirely different subject oan be established,
provided a person of sufficient eminence and productivity is available.
...The central fact which we must never lose sight of is men, men, men.

"In principle full time pe'rjrails throughout the Institution. Any departure
from it would be made only in a -particular case and after the most careful scrutiny.
In no ESC. instance should any exception be cited as a precedent."

Minutes 1/27/36, p. 5, Vol. 2, No. $.
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/1936

SCHOOJi OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES

CAMPBELL, W. A.

MOREY

1/27

Academic Organization

Biographical

Board authorized appointment of W. A. Campbell as
Professor of Archeology. Corrinth dig. .06,000 per annum
if begins 7/1/3&J otherwise Director authorized to offer
temporary appointment.'

Trustees' Minutes 1/27/36
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1936

FLEXNER, A. Administration

DIRECTOR Biographical

The Director reports:

"As I look back over the Institute's history, I confess to some slight amuse-
ment with the title which I myŝ elf bear. It is clear to me that no man can direct a
group of scholars w±fe the eminence we have sought to assemble. I have always insisted
that these people should be as autonomous as possible but that word means more to me now
then it did when I first used it. " From this, fine beginning he dropped into a rather >
^pedestrian description of the duties of a Director partly custodial as they are.

Then he repeats the purposes of the organization and comes to a question;

"The question arises as to how purpose is to be translated into action. In
an age when different subjects unexpectedly cross their separate boundaries, it seemed >
to us nevertheless important- that somewhere there should be an institution which should
be organized in autonomous schools, leaving the members to feel equalljr free to work
within boundaries or to cross lines which led into other territories. Thus far we have
had little experience except in mathematics..."

Minutes 1/27/36, p. 3-k, Vol. 2, No. 5
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1936

CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON Relations ¥. O.A.I.

MORGAN LIBRARY

GENERAL Academic Organization

See memo of Flexner's report to Board on importance of Elias Lowe's appointment by
I.A.S. Also relations in finance of the schools.

Filed GENERAL - Finance 1/27/36
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1936

ARCHEOLOGY Academic Activities
PALEOGRAPHY Academic Activities
CAMPBELL, W. A.
LOWE, E. A. Biographical
HERZFELD, ERNST

The Director reports that he has conferred with the Executive Committee and
was authorized to increase the estimated expenditures from $250,000 to $265,000 for
the purpose of offering Professor E. A.Lowe, greatest of living Latin paleographers,
now professor at the University of Oxford, a professorship at the Institute. The
biographical sketch states that Lowe is an American by birth but has received education
abroad. Lowe has accepted. The Carnegie Institution at Washington is willing to make
a substantial appropriation toward his expenses. The librarian of the Morgan Library,
Miss Belle Greene, has volunteered to put treasures of the Morgan Library at Loweli's
disposal.

Lowe is preparing an important work ultimately to be issued by the Clarendon
Press in 10 volumes, two of which have been published. The Clarendon Press is contri-
buting one-third toward the total cost and the remainder of the money needed has been
secured and is now in the hands of the Clarendon Press.

Also the Director recommends that a professorship should be offered to W. A.
Campbell who has been field director of the excavations at Antioch and who through
Professor Morey of Princeton University the Director understands is available. I
graduate of Dartmouth, master of find arts, magna cum laude in Princeton in 1930.

He has pa rformed distinguished excavation work at Corinth and at Athens. He was a
Carnegie Fellow at Princeton, he belongs to the same class as Professor Meritt and is
most promising.

Also the Emergency Committee in the Aid of Displaced Foreign Scholars is
willing to supply $2000 toward the salary of Professor Ernst Herzfeld in order to
permit the Institute to offer him. a professorship in the School of Humanistic Studies.
Herzfeld is recognized as the foremost scholar in the field of Islamic Archeology of
present day and one of the explorers in the field of Persian Archeology. He has
extraordiaary command of both the langaages involved and also of the archeology and
field methods.

Herzfeld&! library, himself and his immense materials in preparation for
publication are all at the present unlocated so that the setting of this great scholar
in some pla ce where he can finish his work in the course of the next ten years would
seem to be a great contribution.

v~
Professor Lowe was appointed professor of humanistic studies effective July 1,

1936 at $10,000 with the usual provisions for pension. Professor W. A. Campbell was
appointed professor of humanistic studies effective July 1, 1936 at $6,000 with the
usual provisions for pension.

Professor Ernst Herzfeld was appointed a professor of humanistic studies
effective July 1, 1936 at ,$lj,000, one-half of which was to^supplied for $he year 1936-
1937 by the Emergency Committee in the Aid of Displaced Foreign Scholars, with the
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usual provisions for pension which the Institute and Herzfelfl were to assume
(Minutes. " "»"'»'»

Vole 2, No. 5
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1936

MERITT, B. Biographical

See MWTTJ- Director's report to Board (1/27/36, Vol. 2, No. 5, pp. 7-8) on Meritt's
lecture at Oxford and cooperation afforded him in Britain.

Filed HONORS-DECORATIONS
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1936 1/27 ••

DIRECTOR Administration

POLICY

FLEXNER, A. Biographical

Flexner to the Board:
t

ltln old institutions it is perhaps wholesome that from time to time quite new
personages be introduced as directors but in an institution that is being formed along
definite lines and for definite purposes it would be unfortunate if too early in its
general career its general policy were abruptly changed. Mr. Bamberger's solicitude
about the future has never been absent from my mind. But I have not hitherto felt that
we nave progressed to the point where a step of the kind he recommended should be taken.
We have I think now reached that point* I am furtheiLmore in my seventieth year and
while my health and strength are unimpared, I cannot close my eyes to the fact that my
usefulness may in the course of the next few years be gradually diminished^ On the
other hand as it seems to be the wish of the Board that I continue in my present post,
it would, in my judgment, be a mistake to select a successor as long as the date of my
retirement is undetermined." He then suggests the appointment of an associate director
upon which he will make a recommendation in April. The Board approved privilege of
Director to suggest an associate director as an annual appointment without succession to
.directorship. (Minutes, j/27/36, p. 15)

Vol. 2, No. 5
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1936

HONORS AFD DECORATIONS Academic Personnel

ARCHEOLOGY Academic Activities

GENERAL Relations W.O.A.I.

The Director reports to the Board that Professor Alexander has been invited
to lecture at the University of Cambridge during the summer and Professor von Neumann
at the University of Paris. Professor Meritt "our young humanist" has been lecturing
with distinguished success at Oxford during the past few months. The British Museum
in London, the Bodleian Library at Oxford and the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge have
shown him unexampled kindness in giving him the opportunity to copy without charge the
precious materials which they and they alone contain.

He also refers to Meritt 's enormous collection of archeological materials in
Athens which he has brought to Princeton for study.

The Director cites an official document issued by the University of Oxford
dated Nov. 25, 1935: "The present time is opportune for making this first installment
of the desired equipment of the projected addition to the Ashmolean Museum because Dr.
Benjamin D. Meritt who has been giving instruction in epigraphy this term is about to
provide for the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey a similar set of

squeezes from the National Museum at Athens and has kindly undertaken to assist in
supervising the provision of a duplicate set for Oxford...this is an exceptional "
opportunity for supplying the needs for a working equipment for advanced study in
epigraphy at Oxford." (Minutes 1/27/36, pp. 7 & 8)

Vol. 2,
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1936

MEMBERS Academic Personnel

For the first time in this meeting the Director refers to the workers as
members of the Institute. (Minutes 1/27/36)

Vol. 2, No. 5
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ROCKEFELLER Foundations

Veblen asks Flexner's help in soliciting funds from the Rockefeller
Foundation through Mr. Keppel for an international mathematical congress.

File IV-20
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'X936 1/30
1/31

INVESTMENTS Finance

FOUNDERS Corporation

BAMBERGER, LOUIS Biographical

EEIDESDORF

HARDIN, JOHN R.

Bamberger to Leidesdorf, January 30, 1936.

_______ "As requested in your__letter of January 20, Mr, ...... J0hn_R«
Hardin and I liave " '̂Hay placTecT tEe~ToTl^wing~BTocks' In the
Institute 's ..... SaTe~l5eposTB~BoX ...... at' the "'National' lewarK ..... & ........
Essex Banking Company, noting— SgEfeSUS-2,14. Q% shares, of common
and preferred stock placed in the safe deposit box in the
name t flnstltute for Advanced Study-Louis Bamberger and
_Mrs. .Felix Fuld Foundation."

In his second letter the same heading eliminating the
words l>as requested by Leidesdorf, Bamberger to Leidesdorf,

January 30, 1936, noting the placing of 7700 more -shares of
common and preferred stocks in the Institute's name in the
box.

January 31, 1936, Louis Bamberger to Leldesdorf.

Says that he and John Hardin. have today placed the
following stocks in the Institute's Safe Deposit Box, and
listing 3375 shares of common and preferred stocks which
have been placed in the safe deposit box in the Institute's
name 0

JRH Correspondence from January, 193 -̂1- to December,
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1/30
1/31

WELLESLEY COLLEGE (GENERAL) Relations WOAI

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

CAMPBELL, W. A. Biographical

PENDLETON, PPESIDENT ELLEN P. (Welle sley)

FLEXNER, A.

MOREY, E. A.

Pencils ton to Flexner, January 30, 1936.

Asks if the New York Times story that the Institute has appointed
W. A. Campbell means the same Campbell who is Associate Professor of Arts
at Wellesley, because Wellesley knows nothing about the appointment.

Plexner to Miss Pendleton, January 31, 1936«

Is deeply distressed,. Has left • arrangements entirely in the harids
of Professor Morey of Princeton University, Including, of cterse,

appropriate arrangements with Professor Avery, Chairman of the Department
of Archeology at Wellesley. Morey and. Plexner had agreed to a
{temporary appointment for Campbell of one year beginning July 1, 1937,
'provided the concession to continue the excavations at Antioch was
/renewed. ^ <j

Pendleton to Plexner, February 17, 193&.

Acknowledges his letter, and does not seem to be molified inasmuch
as the announcement did not mention Campbell's connection with
Wellesley College,,

II1-2?
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/1936 1/31

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

ARCHEOLOGY (ANTIOCH) Academic Activities

MOREZ, C. R. Biographical

CAMPBELL Biographic al

Letter from Morey to Flexner, January 31, 1936, regarding
Caiqjbell's appointment.

Piled in Chronological file under 1936, 1/31.

D, Morey, C. R.
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C O P Y

PRIICETGN UHIYEBSITT
Princeton Hew Jersey

Department of Art and Archaeology January 31, 1936

Dr. Abraham Flexner,
Institute of Advanced Study,
30 lassau Street,
Princeton, M. J.

Dear Dr. Flexner:

I have just received a letter from Sandy Campbell, stating that the
announcement of hi a appointment which appeared in the Hew York '•'•'tmes January 29th
has put him in an embarrassing position at Wellesley in that he haa no definite
information concerning tenure and the time the appointment would begin.

1 gathered frost our telephone conversation this morning that
Miss Pendleton was also disturbed about the announcement. I did not know that
the announcement of the appointment was to be made at this time, and I suppose
that both Gaapbell'g and Miss Pendleton's embarrassment is due to the fact that
they did not know the conditions of the appointment. These are exactly those
which were set doim in Miss Avery's letter of Bovember 15, 1935 from which
I quote the following?

shall offer Sandy the position here - archaeology - as
planned, and he mst accept or decline before January. But,
if before h© goes to Antioch, the Institute decides so that
Sandy has time to find out exactly what it is and come to a
definite decision in February, we should release him (of course
very unwillingly). If, however, the Institute does not decide
in time so that Sandy can give us Ms decision in February, then
we shall expect Sandy to ask that his tews of service for the
Institute begin in July 1937, so as to leave him undisturbed
at Wellesley for the year 1936-37."

In accordance with Miss Avery's wishes, If I am right in my understandlig
of the situation, the post of Field Archaeologist was created by action of your Board
this week contingent on the resumption of the excavation of Antoch and not in effect
so far a® Mr. Campbell is concerned until July 1, If37.

I have no doubt that the Board felt it expedient to make an announcement
now and could not very well announce the particular and personal conditions along
with it, and I feel sure that when these conditions are made clear to Miss Pendleton
and Campbell, that the cause for embarrassment will be removed.

CRM/EB

Very sincerely yours,

(signed) C. H. MOKZT
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

CAMPBELL, SANDY Biographical

STILLWELL, RICHARD

DOWNEY, ROBERT EMORY GLANVILLE ., •
- ̂ J0t*^^~ *S. /** ""*'
< T.

M0rey to Flexner, January 31, 19360
1 f

Complains about release of information by Institute to
|- * newspapers that Sandy Campbell was sp pointed Field Archeologist

by the Trustees at its January meeting,, Morey says this
embarrassed Campbell greatly, since his leaving Wellsley for the

J Antioch excavations had not been arranged and could not take
^ effect until after July 1, 1937 in any event, and also could not

begin his service until the Antioch excavations were resumed,,

Miss Avery of Wellsley had said in a three-cornered arrangement
that they would offer Campbell a position at Wellsley in archeology,

but would release Campbell if the Institute came to a decision
in February. They, therefore, were not prepared for any news
Campbell was leaving to be made^ublic at that timec

0
Plexner to Morey , March 19, 1936, regarding Wilbsr.

Mrs. Bailey has talked with Morey and informs Plexner on his
return to the office, MI think your proposition an extremely
generous one and am delighted to accept it, for I hope that the
two departments can pull together cooperatively so perfectly that
the world at large will never know whether a particular individual
belong-s to the Institute or to the University. We have fairly
well accomplished this in mathematics, and I hope ̂  that we can
do fully as well in McCormick."

Morey to Plexner, March 25, 1936. Encloses the 30xtes±saE±±p
scholastic records of Richard Stillwell and Robert Emory GlanvjLlle
Downey, "as something that you wTTl doubtless wish to have for your
records in view of their entering the Institute on grants for the
fiscal year 1936-1937." (Stillwell stayed until 19̂ 2; Downey
until 19l}-0). MI may add to the telephone conversation which we
had that I had talked over the proposed arrangement with Panofsky
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before I called you, and found Mm in entire agreement,," (This
is ironicale Flexner didn't know that anyone at the Institute
had been consulted by Morey, nor did he consult anyone, nor liave
the scholastic records of either man when he apparently agreed to
them.)

Downey and Stillwell are both research men rather than
teachers with fine~"Classi cal training, and will be used at Antiocho
Stillwell was in charge of the excavation at Cor/inth. Morey
plans if the excavation at Antioch is renewed to use Stillwell
as the supervising architect and the general ejiitor of the annual
reports.

Flexner in acknowledging this letter on March 26, says he
had assumed that Panofsky and Morey had discuwsed it« (Apparently

MJ^ Meritt was away at this time, better check on this tjietfgh because
Meritt was/supposed to have" been unhappy over the--Tnstitute'g
financing" Princeton' s^&Jitioch. excavations aad""research) e

D, Morey, OR.
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INVESTMENTS Finance

CONV-'ORS, MYLES P. Biographical

BAMBEKJER, LOUIS

LE3XESDORP

Connors has written a letter January 30 (not in file)
which evidently suggests substantial sale of high-grade
bonds for the purhhase of stocks.

"Mr. Bamberger and I discussed this morning Mr. Connors'
suggestions for sale and acquisition. We both felt that
Mr. Connors did not know of fcka accessions to the
Institute's portfolio of the stocks l^iLalx~-fer-M2§ Jl£££® ̂  > a

number of which are duplicated on Mr. Connors' present
recommendations. The ^ percentage .of total stock investments

'&iBUsbsHM3$. discussed by the ^'inance Cor(]mitt';S"S'''"is' ..... nqvf~"
i exceeded by ,Hr. Bamberger "s addition to pur endowment 0

"Under these circumstances Mr. Bamberger and I both felt
that it was not desirable at this time to make sales of

high grade bonds as recommended by Mr. Connors „ We are not
pressed for income requirements, and the policy of_ ~

wth M^ marketI If or the purpose of cagit alJErof it ̂ 5Lo®s_ not seem to m© to b*
I jap propriat e to our Tire urns ta nee s".

"I note that we have 0100,000 for investment at the
present time. I have said to Mr. Bamberger, as indicated in
telephone to your office, that I do not object to the bond
investment in Mississippi Kiver 1HIK Euel and Cleveland-
Cliffs Iron, recently recommended by M.r0 Connors and included
again in his latest report. In expressing myself 1 did not
consider amounts, but Mr0 -Bamberger indicated that he thought
that each should be limited to '$25, 000. I am personally
negative on this, but 1 think that Mr. Bamberger's views
should govern."

JRH Correspondence from January, 193̂  to December, 1936
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LIBRARY (HISTORIAN OF THE LIBRARY) facilities

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations ¥OAI
UNIVERSITY

MG GILL/(TORONTO)

ROCKEFELLER Foundations

MORGAN, A. E. Biographical

DODDS,

FLEXNER, A.

STEPHENS, DAVID P.

Mr- 4
Flexner wrote A. E. Morgan, Principal McGill University

February 12, 1936 asking him the relation between the
Library, McGill, and Gest. He promises not to complete with

McGill for the Library if i±x McGill is in the position to
utilize it. Morgan responds February lL|., giving the history.
Gest deposited the Library several years ago with the understanding

that he intended to present it to the University. Afterwards,
however, he became financially needful and asked the University
to lendtLim money on the pledge of the Library. The University
felt itself unable to do this and on May 12, 1932 entered into
an agreement to purchase the Library from Gest for £15,000
with the proviso that Gest would be able to repurchase it not
later than April 30, 193ij.. Gest approached the MkKsxy University
subsequently for further money. The University lent him
610,000 on mortgages on other property, and extended the
option to repurchase to April 30, 1936 at &15,0000 Morgan
insists the Library, therefore, belongs to McGill which is
anxious to keep it in the hope and belief that it would be the
nucleus of an important School of Oriental Studies in the near
future. The University had spent what Morgan estimates
to_Jbe §60,000 to encourage Chinese studies, but no such
encouragement is going on then, atthe time of writing.
Morgan would feel that the University were treatedshabbily
if someone else helped Gest by giving him money to clear his
debt and a little bit on the side. On the other hand, if
Gest really gets a purchaser for the Library who will ĝdrtffr yield
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him a substantial amount of money, he could not complain.
Flexner replied with a candid statement of circumstances:
0135,000 offering price, etc., and asks Morgan's advice
whether jbixiim Plexner in the circumstances should go ahead
and try to raise the money.

Morgan repeats that he couldn't grumble if Gest exercised
his legal right to repurchase, nor could "we make legal
objection to anyone assisting him to that end. If, however,
another learned institution were to use its funds to enable
him to make a profit and at the same time to remove an asset
of learning from this University we should feel hurt.

Finally the two men,(March 2, 19&6,)met at luncheon at
President Dodds' April 7, 19|$6. What transpired there is
not clear.

Meanwhile, Plexner got in touch with Stevens of the HKl
General Education Board, sending a copy of Morgan's letter
dated February lk» Stevens thought In the circumstances,
that is, McGillte/ accumulated investment in the Library,
the 'General Education Board should be nettral. He did not share

Flexner's fear that there was danger of dispersion of the
collection, a point which Flexner had emphasized in sending
Morgan's letter to Stevens on February 19, 1936. Then
Flexnersaid: "if Harvard, Yale or Chicago were in position
to acquire thfosLibrary, or if McGill were in position to keep
it, I should willingly withdraw. Inasmuch,,.. as it appears
that none of them is for -the moment able to acquire and
develop it, and inasmuch as Princetonhas already developed
an admirable Department of Chinese Art with which It could
be'.affiliated, I should like the institute for Advanced Study
to possess/to It would enable us to make a natural extension
\In the field of the humanities, thus extending our cooperation
Iwith Princeton University." Plexner estimated in addition to
the cost price of 6135,000 salary of the Curator and place to
house the Library together with one or two professors total
of 0500,000 ultimately. However, he contemplates only aid
from the foundation for £135,000 to purchase p=pie« and hopes
.that he can""raise"from friends 050,000 to 060,000 of that

though he has no assurance.
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On March 3, Stevens says McGill owns the Library,
and it is accessible for use by mature scholars. Stevens is
unwilling to take it up with the C.aimitiaa,̂ f_tĥ _Pounclatipn.
His inlxscf interview with Morgan has convinced him that he should
not follow FlexnerTs tentative suggestions. Flexner to
Stevens, March 16, 1936. It looks to him as if McGill is
playing the dog in the manger; that is, it cannot buy the
Library itself, and they are preventing acquisition on proper
terms by anyone else. He suggests if Stevens wil3/hot take
the matter up with the Rockefeller Foundation in the interests
of the Institute, it should consider making an appropriation
to McGill. "My main concern is, as you see, not a selfish
one., A library of this sort should simply not be dissipated."
HS does not regard as a vital factor the fact that Mc&ill if
it acquires it will not be able to appoint a staff for some
years which can make adequate use of it0

On April i}., Stevens after talking with Mr. Gest writes

Flexner April l±, 1936. There are three comments which are
sio-hifica&t: (1) Collection still in China and certain oojects
at°McGill are not included in the lot covered by the agreement

expiring on April 30. 030,000 Gest consideres a reasonable
valuation for these. (2) If Gest has that sum he would be
able to clear the account at McGill and so be in a position
to deal either with them or someone wise. (3) Gest is
ready to cooperate with McGill if Morgan has a plan for using

( the books; if the Library goes to McGill under present terms,
I Gest "is through." His appearance since Stevens saw him in
\January gives meaning to this comment. Stevens closes with the
following: Another institution wH|*kot find it easy to
consider any step interfering with the plans of McGill, but
"McGilL^hows no s ign of having power to make a plan, and I have
some hope that the other men at McGill will see hoxtf the case

( has been put on the footing that may be very unhappy for them
as well as for Mr. Gest."

\e matter rested until May when Flexner wrote

Stevens saying that since his attention was origiaally
directed to the collection by Mr0 Gerould, the Librarian of
Princeton, Professor Morey, head of D0 A. A. of Princeton
spoke to him pointing out that Princeton has already made a
start in Oriental studies and that the acquisition of this
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Library by either the Institute or the University to be used
in common, "as are all our f acilities, opportunities, and

i faculty, would create the possibility of establishing in
/ Princeton a center for Oriental studies." Emphasizing that

U. S. relations with t he Orient are destined to become more
intimate, It is important that the Library be preserved. He
has got an opinion sdtfck from Mr. Hummel, Chief of the Division
of Orientalia in the Library of Congress which says G. 0. L. is
second best in the country to the Library of Congress collection.
They have tried to acquire it for the Library of Congress but
have failed. He explains his position, (Flexner explains his
position) as still being mainly a concern that the Library
should be acquired by one of the great universities which could

\d on to use it and to build it upiji and not necessarily that
' it should be brought to Princeton0 Other institutions are
interested but unable to isskK purchase. Gerould fats assured
him that if it can come to Princeton, fireproof space for

housing wiiybe provided if the Institute acquires it. >

The price has come down from £13!?, 000 to $130,000. Again
Flexner raises the question of the Foundation kE±Kg±rag. giving

half the sum. 2sxik±s

Stevens, June 13, informs Flexner that Gillis has about
£1|0,000 worth of books in China to be paid for. This may be
true or not, he doesn't knowc

Flexner June 17, said that he understood from Gest that
these books had already been paid for.

On June 23, Norma Thompson, secretary, writes Plexner of
the action of the Executive/Committee of the Rockefeller
Foundation in making £62,500 available to the I. A. S. towards
the cost of the Gest Chinese Research Library upon condition
that the Institute s ecure the balance of such cost and at
least half thereof, and upon the f urther condition that the
collection if purchased remain at Princeton University.

Gest Oriental Library, Miscellaneous Correspondence, M-Z
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LOWE, E. A. Biographical

CARNEGIE INSTITUTION Foundations

J-Vf ',-; ,•.'.,<! /*•-'•••-•' ' ''-" '•••'* '

Lowe's letter to Leland (ACLA), 2/3/36 defends Flexner's invitation
to Lowe to join IAS; says Plexner spoke with Merriam and received
assurances. Also defends industry with which he has worked on C. L. A.
Predicts possible completion of C. L. A. in 10 years. Leland apparently
had administration of Rockefeller grant to Clarendon Press for Lowe's work.

Lowe to Plexner, ij./l̂ /36. Says that Merriam (Carnegie) is
apparently willing to drop C« L. Ae and "win 4-500 p. ac for
something else." But Merriam has said the relationship between the two
institutions and Lowe shall stand as they are until Lowe comes over.
Lowe says to A. p., "I am not going to give this matter another thought
because I know that if worse comes to worst I anKXKSEXKKi can count on
you not to let C« Lo A. fall between two stools."

fev* ,; - «i '-\ -vO •

D Pile, Lowe, E0 A., 1933-̂ 3* '•'•' -r-' -- u.'••.,.'• f, • . ' . . ' - . - j K.V .-/ | - ' .» ; w
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MEMBEES Academic Personnel

FIEXNER, A. Biogrqdh ical

EARLE, E. M.

Earle to Pie xner, X February 6, 1936.

"Westermann writes me as follows: nE. A. Lowe is
absolutely an ace as a Latinist, an American, I think, who has
been at Oxford since his young manhood. Herzfeld could not be
improved upon in the field of Middle Eastern art. I am sorry I
do not know Campbell the young archaeologist. I must say that
Plexner has shown admirable judgment in his selections thus
far among the men known to me." Then, humorously, be/says it
is a joy to find you making selections in the field of archaeology
without choosing Tenney Prank of the Hopkins."

D, Earle, gdward M., Xgfc 1936-1939
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POLICIES Administration

AIDELOTTE, FRANK Biographical

Dr. Aydelotte to Dr. Flexner:

lst am very much interested in the minutes of the last meeting, which reached me this
morning. I had seen the announcement of appointments} etc.. in the New York Times a
week ago.

'"I thought your own report most impressive, and it seems to me exceedingly valuable tc
have you record in this way the principles •jfaipon which the Institute is based and the aims
which should constantly be kppt before it. I have myself from time to time looked back
over your reports which were made at earlier meetings and have been enormously impressed
with the body of principles built up in them year by year,"

Source: A File IAS (home)
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DIRECTOR

FIEXNER, A.

AYDELOTTE, P.

Administration

Biographical

Plexner.to Aydelotte,

Prom the minutes 01° Trustees 1/27/36j HYou will see
the form in which the associate directorship went through.
It was impossible to present it without the element of risk
.which. I think, however, is really negligible. I am going
;to get the faculty together- next week and simply ask them for
^suggestionso I am not expecting anything at the momsnt from
1]them, so that 1 shall make the nomination practically on my
"own responsibility."

1-7
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SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

CAMPBELL Biographical

EARLE, E. M.

FLEXNER, A.

Flexner to Earle, February 8, 19360

"I am delighted with Westermann's opinion of the recent
appointees. Campbell is - so Morey says - the best of the
young archaeologists in America, and I am banking on his
judgment for I have never seen Campbell agcxia. myself." (IS ITS Us—
±x,>. apparent .he "teas not discussed Campbell: witbr-tterife-fe---©r

) t

D, Earle, Edward M., 1936-1939
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations ¥011

COMMITTEES (LIAISON) Corporation

DODDS Biographical

FLEXNER, A.

Dodds to Flexner, February 11, 1936,

tt¥oald Monday evening, March 16th, be satisfactory for
a meeting of our conference committees? I should like to
invite them to Prospect for dinner, after whichwe can sit
around and chew the rag if desirable*"

(For Liaison Committee reference see also letter Dodds to
Flexner 12/14/35).

D, Dodds
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POLICIES Administration

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic personnel

FLE3CNER, A. Biographical

PAJSOFSKY, ER¥IN

After the meeting with faculty, Panofsky wrote Flexner
apologizing for speaking out against successor to Plexner ±»
4iis--®w»-»i«ag.e ("Vertreter") ana in the fear that when the
master's hand is gone the successor would "assert himself."
Plexner to Panofsky, February 1 2, 1936 giving reason for
suggestion: "...inasmuch as my term of service is bound to
be relatively brief and is occupied with the working out of a
.technique, it is Important both for the schools and the
Institute as a whole—if what I have done is ±HH sound —
that my successor should be thoroughly saturated with my
ideas. If in this way we can procure continuity over a period
of say 15 or 20 years, then the third director can come in
entirely new and able to survey critically what we have done,
making with the cooperation of the staff such changes and such

_tij3,y,filanmeiiLs_ as...,the...general academic situation and the possibilities of
A, 10/18/56 Section of IAS off. file on Panofsky" 1 personnel suggest.
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LOWE, E.A. Biographical
FLEXNER, Abraham
CARNEGIE INSTITUTION . Foundations

Dr. Flexner to Dr. Lowe:

"There is nothingk in Leland's letter regarding Merriam that need give you any
concern. These foundations never pledge themselves except for a period of years» usually
three and never more than five. Merriam was genuinely interested in your work and
genuinely desirous of retaining your relationship to Carnegie. If anything now unforeseen
should happen which makes this impossible, the sum involved is not enough to disturb
you or me; so don't worry about the future. The institute finances have been so
câ utiously managed that it would take a good deal of disturbance to cause anybody any
inconvenience, though, to be sure, a gift such as Merriam has been making is always
welcome. In your place, however, I would make no further allusion to it in writing
anyone, but if Merriam should write you you would naturally express your appreciation
and your hope that the relationship which has been so useful in this great undertaking
may be continued.

"As far as Leland's urging you to go fast is concerned, I don't think that you
need any prodding. The whole Institute is organized on the theory that we invite to

professorships only first-rate men and that we trust them absolutely. It makes no

difference to me, for example, that Veblen every now and then takes a morning off to chop
trees or that Panofsky occasionally sleeps late. If people of your calibre and ambition
cannot be allowed to solve their own problems in their own way, I am -eery certain that
nothing I can do would be of any service."

File: IAS - E.A.Lowe - 1933-43
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GROUNDS AMD BUILDINGS Facilities

AIDELOTTE, FRANK E iographical

VEBLSN, OSWA3D

Veblen to AydelotteJ

"...I have walked over the new property of the Institute several times since there
has been a hard crust on top of the snow. This enables one to explore the woods down
near the brook much better than one will be able to after the ground gets soft again.
I wish that it wotild be possible for you to take this walk with me while the conditions
underfoot are still favorable."

Source: A File IAS (home)
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GOLDMAN, HETTY Biographical

MOREY, C. R.

MERITT, B.

Flexner to Meritt.

Asks him for a confidential report on Miss Goldman's
scholarship. Some time ago she had lectured at the Department of
Art and Archaeology on work at Cilicia. She would like,
Flexner thinks, to have some sort of academic anchorage, but
Flexner will do nothing unless she is a sound scholare Morey
has referred Flexner to Meritt for opinion, Meritt, who was
finishing at Oxford and leaving for Athens, said he would prefer
to discuss the matter at Magnetawan in the summer. (Meritt to
Flexner, February 2j?, 1936, D, Meritt).

D, Meritt
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INVESTMENTS Finance

CONTOIS, MYLES F. Biographical

IEIDESDORF S. D.

Connors to Leidesdorf, February 1.5, 1936.

Overnight announcement has been made that L. Bamberger &
Company 6-1/2 per cent Preferred stock is to be retired at
110 and accrued dividends as of April 15, 1936.. The
Institute holds 3000 shares.

JRH Correspondence from January, 1934 to -December, 1936
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GIST OHI1FTAL LIBRARY Facilities

Letter from Hence11 t@ GerouXd, Feb. 28, 1936,
regarding the S®st Library*

Piled in Vertical fll« under nG* for Oest

Gest Oriental Library—Vault file, Corresp* with. Dr*
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY RELations WOAI

LH.ISON OOmiTTEE '£b̂  a <**'*,

DCDDS, HAROLD Biographical

Dodds to Hardin, March 2, 19361

"The first meeting of the conference committees of the
University and the Institute for Advanced Study will be on
Friday evening, April third, at Prospect. I am inviting
everyone to dinner at eight o'clock and hope very much that
you can be present.

MDr0 Flexner and I have agreed that while you are not
a formal member of either the University Committee or the
Institute committee you are to be present at each meeting
by special invitation, and this is that invitation,,

"l consider this first meeting to be of more importance
than the concrete business to be dls cussed will probably
Indicate0 I earnestly hope that you can attend.11

JRH Correspondence from January, 193̂ 4- to December, 1936
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

DIRECTOR Administration

FIEXNER, A. Biographical

VEB1£N, 0.

' " " " ...... "~- — -f
FlexnerHo Veblen, \Arizona Biltraore, Phoenix,) asking

the Faculty aggiin to consider the question which he raised
at Faculty meeting on February 10, 1936, to consider the
policy of the retiement of the present Director and the
appointment of a successor and to suggest names of an
associate director who might succeed,. He promises to
| transmit in resume to the Trustees at the April, 1936,
' meeting fiy recommend at ions the Faculty might havec

He lists his reasons for waiting Faculty consideration
at. this time. He asks that these reasons and the policy
behind them be laid before the Faculty, "So that I could
present to the Board both sides of the question. I believe
that in this way, the Professors will have a larger share
in determining the/policy than they are likely to have if the

whole question is dismissed until I myself retire."

As to the characteristics of a successful Director,
he frankly describes his

"in choosing a person, if the Board decides to fckxa take
such action, we should, I think, seek not a distinguished
specialist, but rather a person of my own type; namely, one
who has varied interests and sympathies, a large acquaintance
with men ana institutions in this country and in Europe and
profound respect for scholars ana their own individual ways
of solving their own problems. This sort of choice seems to
me important at this state, while the Institute is gradually
expanding. A decade hence, some other type may be more
useful; but while I shall present my views to the Board, with
^̂ rhom the ultimate responsibility lies and in my judgment
should lie, I shall not, of course, insist upon it0"

The postscript asks that the entire letter be read to the
Facultyo
Fil^e V-l
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10/9
11/2

*»

PARTIGIPATIOI IH ADMINXSTRATIOH Aoad*m e Personnel

EE, A. Biographical

YEBLSX, 0,

c@ taem between Plexner and Faculty on. degree of
Paeulty participation in adrainiBtration,

Piled in ¥©rtieal Pil® under P, participation in Adainistration.

V-2 Pile
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SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AMD POLITICS Academic Organisation

RIEPLBR, WJIPIELD W. Biographical

Economics Program,

Piled in Yertlcal Pil© vuadar S for School of Economics and Politics,

Prom Riefler's Piles • S@© his letter 1/22/56 filed correspondence
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3/13

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

CARB1GIE INSTITUTION Foundations

LOWE, E. A. Biographical

Lelanci to Lowe: Since he is appointed by IAS he will probably not,
be allowed to retain f ullmembership in the Institution, since a regular
member is one who gives his full time to it, and receives compensation
and TIAA benefits there for.

/«V

, •-••••-- < •

1 -- fe^-Sw. •: , M. ©-4̂  -

A Pile, Lowe, E. A., 1933-36
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3M

Academic Personnel

Biographical

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION

FIiEXNER, A.

RIEFLER, W.

VEBLEN, 0.

Letter from Riefler and. Vet>len to Flexner 3/14-/3& in regard, to
an understudy and successor to XgJsiKJ&x Flexner,

Piled in Chronological Pile under 1936, 3/llj..

S File, Faculty Meetings
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FLEXNER, ABRAHAM Biographical

MASS, HERBERT

Maass to Flexner:

"To-day was the first opportunity I had to read your report made at the Trustees*
meeting on January 2?th last.

HI cannot refrain from letting you know the feeling of elation which overcame roe
when I had concluded its reading. I am, indeed, convinced that Mrs. Fuld and Mr.
Bamberger builded better than they knew, and that you have done a monumental work,
which will reflect great credit upon you and great glory to them.*1

Source: IAS Trustees - Maass, Herbert H
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1936 3/16

CARNEGIE CORPORATION Foundations

G-EST ORIENTAL LIBRARY Facilities

FLEXNEK, A. Biographical

Flexner to F. P. Keppel suggesting that if Carnegie Corporation
couldn't give IAS money to purchase Gest Oriental Library why not
give it to McG-ill? His interest unselfish. He simply does not
want Library divided and Gest himself deserves some consideration.

Vault File, G-OL Miscellaneous Correspondence, A-L
L
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/1936 3/18

VON NEUMANN

PLEXNER, A.

STIPENDS

Biographical

Academic Personnel

Von Neumann to Plexner, March 18, 1936. Quotes minutes
of a meeting with Flexner on October 8, 1935:

"it is agreafl that while a certain amount of feeling of
responsibility can obviously not be avoided, it should be
our general policy not to assume explicitly such a
responsibility, and we should add some remark to this effect
to the letters which go out to candidates and those who
recommend candidates. This change in the text of the letters
will be submitted to Dr. Plexner."

Von Neumann adds that since Plexner was not in town
to consult, the mathematics faculty decided it was best to
omit all reference to this question in the preliminary tetters
sent to proposed appointees next year,"believing that you would
be willing to insert it in your official letters."

Von Neumann to Plexner, March 19, 1936, in asking Or
Plexner to write a formal letter to Dr. George Gomenetz 7of
Princeton offering a stipend of SlSOO. "Will you therefore
kindly write him an official invitation, Including whatever
statement you wish regarding our being not responsible for
finding a position for him at the end of his term?"

No official letters of invitatioj/are in the file*

?w

D, Stipends
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/L936 3/21

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

TRUSTEES Corporation

DODDS, H. Biographical

EISENHART

PLEXNER

Flexner to Dodds, March 21, 1936«

Annual meeting of the Trustees of the Institute will
be Monday, April 13 in the professors1 room in Pine Hall due
to Eisenhart's kindness. At 1:15 the Trustees will lunch at
Princeton Inn, and Plexner invites Dodds and Eisenhart*

No answer in the file.

D, Dodds, Harold ¥•
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3/23

MEMBERS , Publications

MATHEMATICS Academic Activities

Veblen to Plexner. A letter suggesting a budgetary appropriation
of $1,000 to continue with the publication of mimeographed notes ,
records of work done in some ofthe lectures and seminars conducted by
professors and other members of the Institute. These are very important.

I Dr. Taub has been doing much of the work, but he is leaving to take a
jpermanent position at the University of Washington. Miss Blake can do a
igood part of this, but will have to farm out the typing; therefore, the
-need for the appropriation.

Pile 1̂ -20
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3/27

MEMBERS Publications

TAXATION Government Relations

MATHEMATICS Academic Activities

Plexner to Veblen.

He regrets that it is impossible for him to make any commitments,
even conditional, regarding further stipends or appropriations. The
financial situation of the fund is complicated by the uncertainties in
Washington ana the tax situation in New Jersey-- We hold $3*000,000
worth of tax-exempt securities, and the New Jersey Legislature ana the
governor are at Ipggerheadsĵ ĝ  *• so that there i s no telling
how much our income from 'this source1 "will shrink."

He goes on to say that short of a financial earthquake we are safe
from financial worry, and that the other schools are asking for aaditional
appropriations to which he would have to accede if he yielded to this
one from the School of Mathematics.

Pile IV-20
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3/27
\6 3/28

BOUCKAERT, LOUIS Biographical

C.R.B. EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC. Foundations

P.O. Galpin (C.R.B. Educational,Found., New York) to Flexner (Princeton):

"During the present academic year Mr. Louis Bouckaert, a C. R.B. fellow of this
Foundation worked at the Institute and received the courtesies which you were good enough
to extend to him.

"We have decided to grant to Dr. Bouckaert a renewal of his fellowship to continue
his work at Princeton under the direction of Professor Wigner to complete his research in
the theory of solids and allied problems.

"May I ask if it would be possible for you to extend to Dr. Bouckaert the facilities
of the Institute for the year 1936-1937?"

Flexner to Galpin (C.R.B. Educational Found., New York):

"I have your kind note of March 27. I am certain that the membeis of the Schoil of
Mathematics will be delighted to know that the C.R.B. grant to Dr. Boudkaert has been con-
tinued. He has made many friends here and won their respect for genuine ability."
File 11-24
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3/30

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

LECTURES Academic Procedures

Veblen to Plexner.

professor Cartan can come cbnly in September, and I have written
him that there is no VL&SL chance of making use of this kino of offer to
lecture at that time. It would seem in order now to wri te to Levi-Civita.
In the same way I wrote to Hardy and Cartan. Also since it now appears
that there is a chance that fejjsls Bohr would be available, his name might
be substituted for that of Cartan. "A visit from n± him might be quite
significant for the development of theoretical physics both in the Institut<
and in the University, and I know that it would be welcomed by everyone
connected with the University." He regards the letter of March 27 ax
from Plexner on the budgetary situation as perhaps making a conference
desirable. Plexner replied April 1, 193&» thaiyfchere is no reason why
Veblen shouldnot write to Levi-Givita the sum of $6,000 being available
for one purpose or another.

Pile IV-20
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION

FLEXNER, A.

Academic ^ersonnel

Biographical

Plexner to Faculty: Only once in a third of a century
of effort in dealing with higher education had he found
"my main obstacle [to] lie with trustees. It was the
faculties who with their instinct for self-preservation blocked
the way."

V-l
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1936

GENERAL Public Relations

Flexner to Mrs. Ogden Reid (New York Herald Tribune, N.*.):

"The enclosed clipping from the morning Herald annoys me. I have been extremely
careful to avoid just the type of exaggerated statement that this clipping contains. I
have made no announcement though there was a very modest bulletin regarding next year's
work printed a few weeks ago. As for saying that I hope to 'build Princeton into the
greatest center of scholarship and learning in the world1 or the second paragraph which
also pretends to be a quotation, neither has the slightest basis in fact. I imagine that
It is best not to make any sort of denial in the Heaald Tribune, but I think the reporter
responsible for it needs an editorial xpxk spanking."

File 11-29
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/i.936 April 3

PRINCETON Relations W. 0. A. I.

Meeting (called by President Dodds for Friday, April 3, 8 o'clock
dinner) of the Liaison Committees of Princeton University and. I. A. S.
Aydelotte stopped with 0. Veblen that night ana discussed I. A. S.
with him. (See letter Aydelotte to Veblen 4/7/36 ibid)

A. Pile 1. A. S. (home)
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1936

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

SCEROEDINGER Biographical

HEISENBERG

JKLtCKJUl FERMI

SIEGEL

FOWLER

Eisenhart to Flexner, April 9, 193&«

The Research Committee reviewed its past actions with regard to
visitors and adopted this policy for the future: Under
normal conditions, a visitor invited to the University for
scientific research: maximum stipend shall be §1,000 a month
and the maximum traveling expenses 6500. In each case the
Committee shall determine the stipend and grant for traveling
expenses in the light of the circumstances of the case.

The maximum offer was made to Schroedinger, Heisenberg'and Fermi,
in each case for several months, "because of our desire to have

them visit Princeton to determine whether we wished to extend
! each of them an offer for a permanent position. We did not
offer as much as this to either Professor Siecel or
Professor Fowler."

D, Eisenhart, Luther P,
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1936

SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

MITRANY, DAVID Biographical

RIKFLER, WIMFIELD

The Director's report to the Board:

"Riefler and Mitrany have been working in their individual ways in the hope of
finding a more promising approach to the several subjects that are generally current.
As far as I can see now, neither will have workers associated with them for another year
at least, perhaps longer, for they are dealing with the most tangled and difficult of
subjects, and neither of them is as yet certain that he has found a clue to the ma\ze."
(Minutes, U/13/36, pp. 2-3)

Vol. 2, No. 7
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1936

ACADEMIC HONORS AND DECORATIONS Academic Personnel

MERITT, PROF. BEN. Biographical

The Director reports Toe was made an honorary fellow of both Wadhams College
and Trinity Col̂ e. Furthermore, he was given a degree of Doctor of Letters by Oxford
at a special convocation. He is a very young man for such honors.

In confering the honorary degree upon him Dr.&yxi Cyril Bailey, who is the
public orator of the University, said that "Professor Meritt had drawn 'sermons out of
stones5 and that his work promised an entirely new version of the history of the Athenian
Empire, a sub jecti which scholars of all nations have for centuries been profoundly
interested.™ ^ ̂  ,

Vol. 9. No« 7
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1936

BOARD OF TRUSTEES Corporation

At the Annual Meeting of the Corporation the members reelected Alexis Carrel,
Julius Friedenwald, and Lewis H. Meed as trustees for 5> years, and Minfield Riefler,
to fill the vacancy in the Class of 19i|0. Riefler was also elected a member of the
Corporation.

Vol. 2, No. 6
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations H)JI

Dodds gave dinner April 3 to bring representatives of
the two institutions together for informal talk. (p. 5)

Trustees' Minutes, 14/13/36
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BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

MAASS, HERBERT H.

Facilities

Biographical

265 acres had been bought including some on Alexander
Street, (p. 5) Land owned by Princeton University and the
Institute now totalled 3,000 acres. I. A. S. investment $290,000.

Trustees' Minutes, 4/13/36
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,/L936

FLEXNER, A. Biographical

Flexner report0

Institutes like nations are perhaps happiest if they have
ho history0

Trustees' Minutes, 1 /̂13/36
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES

PANOPSKY, ERWIN

FLEXNER, A.

Relations WOAI

Academic Organization

Biographical

Panof sky to Flexner thanking him for approving his and
Morey's mEKteEX recommendations: "By agreeing with the
propositions submitted to you by Professor Morey and myself
you have not only, I hope, made a further contribution to the
progress of scholarship, but also fostered the fine spirit of
cooperation between the IAS and the Department of Art and
Archaeology."

A, 10/18/56, Section of IAS file on Panofsky
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V23

ARCHEOLOGY Academic Activities

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

WILBER Biographical

Morey to Flexner, April 23, 1936.

"I wish to thank you on behalf of the Department and your
trustees as well, very sincerely, for the handsome program of
grants made by the Institute in the field of art and archaeolggy
for its School of Humanities."

M0rey says he thinks the appointment/of Wilber will be highly
satisfactory to Herzfeld. Also welcomes Heckscher and
Swarzenski, the former because of Panofsky's good opinion of
him, and the latter because he has the reputation of being the
best authority on illumination of the 13th and Olf-th centuries.

"The grant t o Stillwell has rounded out our plans for
Ahtioch in the event of the continuation of the dig, and Starr

will make with Wilber and Glidden a trio of students whom
Herzfeld will find, I am sure, very stimulating pupils0 M

Flexner's response Ap"ril 30, 1936, to Morey.

MI should like you to have on record my appreciation of the
beautiful spirit of cooperation which you and Panofsky have
developed." Compliments him on following the example of the
two schools of mathematics.

D, Morey, C. R,
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1936 V23

INVESTMENT Finance

Farrier to Mrs. Bailey:

"The L. Bamberger and Co. ̂ referred Stock held by the Institute, has been called for
redemption and surrendered for collection."

Source: D Farrier, Walter H.
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COMMITTEE Corporation

WEED, LEWIS H. Biographical

BAILEY, ESTHER.

Mrs. Bailey advises Meed oh April 25, 1936, he is reappointed as
Chairman of the Executive Cpmmittee, the same committee, except for the
substitution of EdgarX S. Bamberger for Aydelotte as full member.

f ix

0
i

D Pile, Weed, Lewis H., 1930-iylj.O
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FLEXNER, A.

VEBLEN, 0.

Biographical

Telegram from Plexner to Veblen and Mrs. Veblen.

Best wishes for a delightful voyage and a happy summer„ We have
had a wonderful year, and Anne and I appreciate deeply how greatly you
have both contributed to its success.

Pile IV-20
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5/1

HONORS Academic Personnel

MOHSE, M. Biographical

FIEXNER, A.

Plexner to Morse, May 1, 193&*

Two distinactions simultaneously awarded Morse mentioned by Plexner;
that is, membership in the American Philosophical Society, and the appoint-
ment as delegate to represent the American Mathematical Society at the
Internation Mathematical Congress in Oslo in July.

D Pile, Morse, Marson, 1933-19̂ 5
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1936 5Sj/2

i/m
1937 10/23

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS Academic Organization

CAKMEGIE Foundations

MORSE, MARSTON Biographical

PLEXNER, A.

Flexner to Morse, May 2, 1936.

Confirms arrangements made at a conference with Veblen and Morse
regarding invitation tob e extended by the American Mathematical Society
to the International Mathematical Congress to meet in this country in

If Carnegie Corporation will ap|ozEp±±a±st appropriate fc7»5>00, he
may succeed in getting Rockefeller to match it. If this fails, the
Institute for Advanced Study will set it aside from the mathematical
budget, wand hold until it is needed an equialent sum."

v
Morse to Plexner May 5, 1936.

The Carnegie Corporation through Mr. Keppel has given informal
assurances of $7500.

Morse to Plexner, September 21]., 1936.

The Mathematical Congress at Oslo voted to accept the invitation
of the American Mathematical Society to hold aria International Mathematical
Congress in America in 19lj.O.

Plexner on October 23, 1937, gives positive assurances that 02500
will be forthcoming from the Institute as an outright gift to the Society.

D Pile, Morse, Marston, 1933-19̂ 5
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X937
PRINCETON UNl'/ERbiTY

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS

EISENHART, LUTHER p.

Relations WOAI

Academic Organization

Biographical

Eisenhart to Flexner, May 8, If37.

Veblen has taken up with him a suggestion that in
the future it might be advisable to have the National
Research Fellows, enrolled either in t he Institute or in
the University so as to avoict duplication and confusion,.
The National Research Fellow should indicate the man with woora
he wishes to study ana this would constitute the basis for
enrollment. The Department of Mathematics of the University
approves this policy,.

"Isvis. -

' t

D File, Eisenhart, Luther P,
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1̂936 5/9

OXFORD (BALLIOL) Educational Institutions

LO¥E» E. A.

LINDSAY, A. D.

Regarding Lowe's continued contact with Oxford.

D, Institute Organization
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/1937

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

Flexner to Dodds, May 13, 1937. Copy*

/Recurring to our conversation in Prospect regarding the
make-up of the Institute from various points of view, it may be
worth your while to have a brief statement of interesting facts
in your possession.

The Institute was founded by a Hebrew, Mr. Louis Bamberger,
and his s" later, Mrs. Puld. In the letter addressed to their
Trustees on June 6, 1930, they stipulated that in its conduct
the Institute should be cooperative and tolerant. There are
fifteen Trustees, ten of whom are Christians, five Jews, all *•*,<*
of whom were business associates of Mr. Bamberger, except ^ ̂r" .
myself. The Chairman of the Board is Mr. Houghton, former tvv^j'
ambassador to Germany and Great Britain. The members of the
faculty have been called and the workers in the schools have
been admitted on the broad basis stipulated by Mr. Bamberger
and his sister in founding the Institute. How has it worked out
in practice?

The staff of the Institute numbers twenty-six, of whom ĉ
fourteen are permanent professors. Of the twenty-six,
nineteen are Christians, sejren are Jews, five are refugees
driven from Germany by the'Hitler regime. There are four
secretaries: two Catholic's and two Protestants.

There are fifty-eight j*{ workers or students, almost every
one of whom holds an academic post. Of this number, forty-nine
are Bhristians, nine are Jews, nineteen are foreigners coming
from the following countries: Belgium, China, Czechosolvakia,
England, Prance, Germany, Holland, Italy, Norway, Poland, and
Spain. Of these nineteen foreigners about ten are refugees,
partly Jews, partly Christians, who object to the existing
regimes in Germany and Poland, mainly Germany. Thirty come from
American universities, to which in almost every case they will
return. The universities are as follows: Chicago, Columbia,
Cornell, Duke, Harvard, Johns Hopkins, Illinois, Lehigh,
North Carolina, Northwestern, Princeton, Purdue, Tulane, Yale,
University of Washington, and Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

i The object of the Institute is primarily the elevation of
JAmerican scholarship. The foreigners whom we have brought here
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permanently are priceless .from the point of view of their
eminence and of the services which they will render during
the next few years in training young Americans because many of
them represent subjects which have hitherto not been cultivated
in the United States. The contact between the foreign students
and the American students has been most stimulating and fruitful,

Among the students who come are professors, associate pro-
fessors, associates from universities either in this country
or abroad, and these men are for the time being not only
receiving stimulus from both the Princeton and the Institute
permanent groups, but they are themselves giving courses which
no one in either the Princeton faculty or the Institute faculty
is particularly qualified to give. I happened the other day
to attend a mathematical conference conducted by Professor
Murnaghan, one of the Institute workers who is professor of
mathematics at the Johns Hopkins University. The lecture room
wa_s crowded not only with workers in the Institute and advanced
students in the University but by practically the entire
mathematical faculties of the two institutions.

A similar statement may be made regarding a paper read
quite recently by Professor Mitrany of the Institute before

the Philosophy Forum of the University in Murray Dodge Hall.
The room was crowded. Among the auditors were a few towns-

people, a number of graduate students in government, economics,
and philosophy of the University, a few members of the Institute,
and practically the entire Philosophical Faculty of the
University. The session lasted from eight to ten, but I
learned the next morning that Mitrany and a few members of
the faculty kept it up after the rest of the audience had left
until two the following morning.

I have the feeling that the informal cooperation which is
taking place goes far beyond what I myself am conscious of and
will inevitably lift the level of American scholarship, as these
men either return to their own positions or are promoted to
positions elsewhere.

Finally, it is of interest to know, as I am told, that
there Is. .practically no c ompet.it ion ,for .posts between the
Graduate .g..QjaaQl af .Princeton and, the Institute. The graduate
students are men who are candidates for their Ph. D. degrees
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and usually go into minor teaching posies. The men working
in the Institute "''ar¥ mostly "pSFsonF"wh"o have taught for a
number of years and who have necessarily dropped behind more or
le,as. They come here in order that they may bring themselves
up-to-date. It is of course natural, and it is a source of
satisfaction that the Institute has been in position from time
to time to relieve really promising yoiang Princeton
scholars and teachers in order that .for .a year or more they may
be enabled to devote themselves unreservedly to further study
and research. Every year one of the younger Pringsejbon
mathematicians has been thus_ helped. The same process is now
beginning in the Department of Art and Archaeology, and I
hope that with the progress of time it may extend to other
departments. You may be sure that no grant will be made except
on the basis of merit and on the recommendation of the President
of the University and of the Dean of the Graduate College.

M L

D, Dodds, Harold
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EARLE
SKESS, EDWARD M. Biographical

MITRANY, DAVID

PLEXNER, A.

Earle to Flexner--Mitrany's idea about Balkans and South
may not be sound, but he's putting his teeth into something.
I'll talk with you about it in the autumn.

D, Earle, 1936-9
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EARLE, E. M. Biographical

See about Earleis expression of hope for a new life with.
his family after all the privation and separation and hopelessness
of his ease»

D, Earle, Edward M., 1936-1939
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POUNDERS Corporation

FIEXNEH, A. Biographical

EARLE, E. Mo

For so$e of Plexner's rarest and most loving Betters to
Earle ill at Saranac, see the early part of this source,,

Also notable is Earle to Flexner, May 16, 1936.

Earie has been down in Princeton, and has had a lyrical
experience after great illness coming in the early spring and
meeting people and feeling that he was oh the road to recovery.
"One of my most rare experiences was meeting Mr0 Bamberger and

Mrs* Puld. They are sweet people of a type one rarely meets in
this noisy, self-assertive world. I went to South Orange feeling,
in a sense, that J had to justify the confidence of the Institute
in me. I found, on the contrary, that with a charming modesty
Mr* Bamberger and Mrs. Puld were trying to show that they were not
very important but that you and the faculty really were» Their
profound respect for scholarship is impressive in a world which places
no too great emphasis upon i t, •"'

a pleasant summer,'- •• You are a Tery- Import g.nt

1936

"Do have a pleasant summer. YOU are a very important
person in the world for those of us who love you. for yourself, and
you are also an important person for the future of the Institute,"

D Pile, Earle, Edward M., 1936-39
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MITRABY, DAVID Biographical

EARLE, E. M.

FIEXNER, A.

Plexner to Earle, May 23, 1936,

"Late/ yesterday afternnon Einstein came to the Inn to
talk with me about a matter. Speaking of the Institute he
said, 'How fortunate you have been; you have a great array
of scholars and everyone of them is a perfect gentleman and
perfectly happyc » That is the line that Brother Mitrany is
going to have to toe, for, while I live, the harmony and
dignity of the Institute are not going to be impaired. Now
you see how I expect you and Beatrice to behave also. No
Butler-Beard business, eh?...'Evil communications corrupt
go od manne r s • f u

Plexner to Earle, May 28, 1936.

tt[The Pounders] spoke of the visit which you and
Beatrice had paid to them and the charming letter which you
had written them. You have 'sold yourself completely to them,
if I may be permitted to use an awful Americanism. Mitrany
is to visit them Sunday. I don't feel quite so certain
that he will be equally successful. I have not seen him since
he returned from the South, but I imagine I shall see him
before he sails. I wish nothing more than that I may feel that
the nightmare of last year has been dispelled forever."

D, Earle, Edward M., 1936-1939
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

RliiiFLER, WINFIELD ¥. Biographical

flexner, ac

Riefler to Flexner, June, 1936.
The Institute has sent Riefler to Europe. He has been in

England, and "in trying to recall the people I have seen I get the
impression that I have quizzed at least half the m en in England." tie
enumerates some of them after saying that he feels thoroughly at home
and at ease with these people. "Do you know that your name is quite as
potenfe an introduction here as in New York. One of my pleasantest .

surprises was to be Introduced to Mr. Gordon Jacdi$s and then/find
that he knew you so well. He adores the whole Plexner family, and made
me repeat the expression of the famous episode in which the Bishop of
Birmingham figured so prominently." He goes on to say that he has been
dined ,and lunched by the Clays, the Sterns, the head of the Economics
Section of the Midland Bank, Professor Hall of University College,
Balop, etc, "Do you want me to thank you for insisting that I come?
Whether you do or not, you can't escape them for I have gained immeasurably,
It is really proving a tremendous experience."

D Pile, Riefler, Winfield Vf., 193̂ -1939
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FLEXNEH, A. Biographical

MITRAiMY, D.

EARLE, E. M.

Flexner to Earle, June 6, 1§36<>

A long letter descrioing a farewell visit from "our mutual
friend," Mitrany. Flexner got him to discuss what his gripes were
toward Flexner.

(1) Early in his connection with the Institute, Mitrany
recommended that Ginzberg of the London School be invited to lecture
at Princeton. The proposition was turned down. As i-lexner
remembers^by his saying that there wasn't anybody to lecture to.
That wasn't the way the Institute was functioning, at least as far
as the experience of the School of Mathematics was concerned at that
time.

(2) Mitrany: "I had a feeling that you regard me as
inferior,," Flexner gave him a little lesson in psychology,, Every *
body feels inferior to somebody. However, Flexner went on as £3usm

f (fellows, "You and Ed Earle are the only persons in the Institute
who were my warm .fcRigraia: personal friends-bef ore the Institute was
started. Earle and I have been closer in friendship and happier with
\one another since the Institute was started, whereas you and I
jhave drifted apart. Now maybe the fault instead of being mine is
yours, though if it is mine and you can put your finger on it all
you have to do is tell me and I will treat you precisely as I
treated [somebody else who got a feeling of inferiority] „"

(3) Mitrany complained that Flexner never came to consult
with him, and Flexner says
as a matter of fact that he never goes to consult with anybody,

Finally he convinced Mitrany that he was right.

To Earle: "I am writing you this in great confidence
because knowledge of it may help you next year, and T shall keep a
copy to show to $in in the autumn. I hope sincerely that we will
never hear of it again and that if Frankfurter or Laski tries to
undermine his confidence he will have sense enough to show them up0"

-39
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Those letters begin in this file in February, 1936, and
continue through; although Earle appeared i'or the spring session
in 1938.

Flexner to Earle, January Ij., 1938.

They had had a conversation ana Flexner writes after
reviewing the conversation in his mind,

(1) He advises Earle to"demonstrate that you are, as I
know you are and as you know you are, a well man, so that all rumor
and. talk about your previous disability will forever disappear.,,,
not the slightest psychosis of illness.. (.maintaining the same sort
of outward appearance, as far as the world is concerned, as is
maintained by your associates„ One unbroken, normal year of that
kind will dispose of whatsoever remains of concern for you, for I
am not concerned and I do not believe there is the sigii: slightest
ground for concern as to your physical welfare0 We cannot advertise
it, but we can replace it."

"it was really a great pleasure to have a candid talk with
you yesterday, and there is, as you know, absolutely no reason why

anyohe in the Institute should not cultivate the same sort of
relationship with me. I shall no more interfere with one school
than I have interfered with the mathematicians0 I have, I
believe, absolutely lived up to the ideal with which we started,
namely, that the schools should be as nearly as possible
'autonomous' - see Bulletin 2, page 3» Now let us see whether the
faculty can live up to its part, which is stated on the same page
in the same bulletin.

D File, Earle, Edward Mo, 1936-39
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MITRANY, DAVID Biographical

FLEXNER, A.

EARLE, E. M.

Flexner to Earle, June 6, 1936.

He has seen Mitrany. He doesn't know whether Mitrany!s
theory that the south in the United States is like the
Balkans will work out or not, but a good part of t heir
awkwardness has disappeared since Flexner got Mitrany to
talk about wh^t was eating him. In the first place, he
thinks the thing that is eating him is that his wife is ill,
and he is not satisfied with the medical treatment, but he
does say to Mitrany, and he quotes it to Earle, Mitrany and
Ed Earle "are the only persons in the Institute who aoHtxay
were my warm personal friends before the Institute was started,"

Flexner agrees to let by-gones be by-gones, forget the
last two years, This in conversation to Mitrany which he
recounts to Earle.

"Let's forget the Frankfurter episode and Laski's
X, rehashing it to you» They, in my judgment, are responsible

for all your difficulties."

D, Earle, Edward M., 1936-1939
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations ¥OAI

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities

June 15—See Chrono memo on Flexner's report to Executive
Committee on I. A. S. use of Marquand and Fine Libraries
without compensation.

October 30—On Buildings and Grounds.
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STIPENDS

G-EST ORIENTAL LIBRARY

MATHEMATICS

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES

SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

Academic Personnel

Paciliii es

Academic Activities

Academic Organization

Relations WOAI

020,000 and 010,000 for grants, mathematics and
mathematical physics respectively for the year 1936-1937.

06,000 tentatively appropriated by the Trustees
April 13, 1936, 06,000 for the School of Economics and
Politics and the School of Humanistic Studies was because of
bettered financial situation of the country approved, and
Riefler was to travel to ItoHgai England and Prance, and
Panofsky to Madrid.

03,000 was appropriated for the renovation of
69 Alexander Street*

Director reported that the School of Humanistic Studies
had used the libraries of Princeton University liberally,
both in Pine and MeCormiek Halla, for which the Institute had
"made no payment whatsoever.1* Such book zs. as the Institute had
acquired have been incorporated in the Princeton University
Libraries, with the Institute bookplates and a separate card
catalog. The Director reported that the G-est Oriental Library
was for sale for 0130,000, of which the Rockefeller Foundation
was willing to pay §62,500, and the Committee authorized the
purchase.

Trustees' Minutes, Executive Committee, 1936, 6/15
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ARCHEOLOGY

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

CAPPS, EDWARD

MERITT

Academic Activities j n,

Facilities

Biographical

Flexner to Capps. On reaching Canada for a vacation has
told Meritt that the humanists will be domiciled at 69 Alexander,
and Capps should have a room to work with Meritt, Lowe, and the
others .

Flexner says he hopes this suggestion will put an end to
any idea Capps has of leaving Princeton.

The suggestion is warmly received by Capps (July 18, 1936, Ibid.)
and says he hopes to remain in Princeton if he can find a place
to live in.

This brings a response from Flexner (July 28) saying he and
Ben want to help Capps find a place to live. Capps1 wife is disabled.

On October l£, 1936, Flexner informed °apps that he had
been appointed Visiting Professor, effective October 1, 1936,
at $2,ij.OO a year honorarium, and informed Capps' sister,
Mrso C. H. Rammerkamp, Editor of the Illinois College Alumni
Quarterly, of the appointment which was thereupon published
In une quarterly.

D, Capps, Edward
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BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities

SCHOOL OF ECNOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

Miss Eichelser to Mr. MaassJ

"We are giving up the three rooms at 20 Nassau Street which were occupied by the
School of Economies and Politics during the past year, as the members of that School
will move into the house at 69 Alexander Street."

Source: IAS Trustees _ Maass, Herbert H.
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RIEPLER, W. Biographical

FLEXNiR , A.

XEIEEKX MARSTjiAK Biographical

FRANKFURTER, FELIX

Riefler to Flexner, July 20, 1936.

He recapitulates his trip, ana says that if he was surprised at
the a pparentiy complacency he encountered in England where he first went
over the proppects of Naziism in Germany, he thought that England was,
"normal by comparison," when he got to the Continent. Thepe he found
the greatest economists discussing economics in terms which the most
scholarly of the British economists used at a time when Britain was
the great exponent of free enterprise.

He recounts that they went back to England and visited Oxford at the
Adams? Marshak was at dinner. "imagine my surprise (ana yoursj when I
found that they also had other American guests—Mr. and Mrs. Felix
Frankfurtera The Warden had to go to London that afternoon, so Felix was

rather pres.sed into service to entertain me. We really had an extremely
interesting time, but the subject of the Institute was not raised. Isn't
that a remarkable coincidence?"

See the letter for the rest of the story of the trip insofar as he
tells it.

D File, Riefler, Winfield W. 193̂ -1939
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FLEXNER, ABRAHAM Biographical

FRANKFURTER, FEEEX

RIEFLER, WINFIELD

Flexner to Riefler:

"We are a good deal amused by your chance encounter with (Mr. Flexner dictated
'Brother*, but my typewriter won't wiite it. E.S.B.) Franfkurter, and I suspect that
there was some skating over thin ice in order to avoid the subject of the Institute, but
don't fool yourself. Indirectly we shall sooner or later hear of your meeting with him,
and his keen eyeê  may have seen deep into what was in your mind without the subject ever
having been lifted to the plane of conversation.

"I look forward to our talking with you more fully when we return to Princeton, in
case you and Dorothy do not find it possible to drive up and pay us a week-end visit.

"I am quite sincere when I say that I hope that you will get six or eight weeks of

real rest on the Cape and that you will forget economics as completely as you possibly can.

"Von Neumann, who found it impossible to return to Hungary on account of his liability
for Hungarian military service before receiving his American citizenship papers this autumn
has been spending a few weeks with us. I have gotten to know him better than ever before,
and I am more and more amazed by the breadth and depth of his knowledge and intelligence.
His acquaintance, for example, with American history would put to shame most highly
educated Americans. His industry is really remarkable. He came up here with an idea that
would give him no rest, so day after day, against my judgment, he sits down at a table and
works with the utmost concentration, paying absolutely no attention to anything that goes
on around him. We agreed that, when the paper was finished, he should ring a cow bell
that calls us all to meals and thus notify the camp that his long labor was over, so last
night after working halfl an hour after dinner the tocsin sounded, and Johnnie was delivered
of his paper for good and all.11

File S-l
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ARCHEOLOGY Academic Activities

GOLDMAN, HETTY ; Biographical

BrtEASTED

PLEXNER, A.

Goldman to Plexner, August 10, 1936.

"You will, perhaps, remember that a good many years ago, you
were kind enough to arrangê  for me to meet the late Profo Breaatedo Our
meeting took place on the platform of a train in the Granfi Central Station
and although it was very brief, it was long enough for an interesting
exchange of ideas. He told me then that he hoped sometime to excavate a
site at which the Hittite civilisation met,the Greek and that if he did so,
he would like to call upon me to head the undertaking. His intention,
which remained unfulfilled has now actually beea fulfilled by our work at
Tarsus. For we found this year a sealed deposit in which there were both
Hittite royal seals, a Hittite royal deed and Mycenaean pottery, much of
which was imported from the Greek mainland. This is what archaeologists
have been eagerly expecting of Tarsus ana I think on the whole that it
represents the most significant contribution of the 1936 campaign<,"
D Pile, Goldman, Hetty, 193b-19lj4
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FELXNER, ABRAHAM Biogrqfrical

VEBLEN, OSWALD

RIEFLER, "WINFIELD

Flexner to Riefler:

"The expert who reall̂  ought to survey your supmer's work is Veblen. He is a regular
shark when it comes to suggesting improvement so I would advise Dorothy to get a shotgun
and stand guard at the front entrance if Veblen approaches, for if any man alive can make
her dissatisfied with what you have done, it is he. On the other hand, I should like to
point out some of my own qualifications as a visitor. Anything suits me as long as there
is a good-looking wife or two around. I don't even mind secretaries if they measure up."

Fill S-l
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RIKPLER, WINFIELD W. Biographical

PLEXWjiR, A.

VEBIEN, 00

Plexner to Hiefler at Cape Cod where Riefler is rebuilding a
cottage, August 1 3, 1936.

"The expert who really ought to survey your summer's work is
Veblen.. He is a regular shark when it comes to suggesting improvement
so I would advise Dorothy to get a shotgun and stand guard at the front
entrance if Veblen approaches, for if any man alive can make her
dissatisfied with wha.t you have done, it is he."

D File, Riefler, Winfield W., 193̂ -1939
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GENERAL Finance
STEWART, W Biographical
IEIDESDORF, S.
FLEXNER, A. HAIV-, k N W S .

"Dear Mr. Stewart:

"I am returning to you under separate cover the August number of the Quarterly
of Economics which you were kind enough to lend me.

"I read Riefler's review with something more than interest. While I have no judgment
at all as to the subject matter, I think it is not amiss for me to make a comment upon
the extraordinary skill and conciseness with which he has gone to the heart of each of
these five volumes, made a fair presentation of its central thought, and then tied them
all up into a knot in his own final comment. He writes with clarity, directness, and
assurance. I am really proud of this performance as an earnest of what may come from him
now that he is in an atmosphere where his mind has opportunity to work.

_jl flMore than ever I am convinced of the soundness of your suggestion that we must bring
into the group someone who is as nearly as possible his equal.

"I saw Mr Leidesdorf yesterday fcnd told MJH of my conversation with you, and he I /
assured me that we are financially able without risk to expand in this way!

M "I.^e also ŵ en Win to ask whether he can have lunch with you and me as he and

™ d *******and u * r°m ̂  If ̂  « - * <*

and l ^ H e i r ^ ^ * *~ ̂ erest and support,

D
File : W.W.STEWART - 1932-45
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BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities
LOWE, E.A. Biographical

Dr. Flexner to Dr. Lowe:

The Institute has purchased a tract of ground feibout a block from the University
sap campus, on which there is an old house. Flexner says they will house the School of
Economics there. "If you establish yourself in the library you will of course be in
/pretty close contiguity with Panofsky, ̂ Orey, and their associates. If you go to
•69 Alexander Street you will find a separate room for your secretary and the companionship

, of Meritt and Capps." Dr. Flexner wants Lowe to let him know which arrangement he
\s and says they will do everything in their power to make him happy wherever he is.

Fiii: IAS - E.A.Lowe - 1933-̂ 3
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

RIEPLER, W. W. Biographical

Progress Report.

Piled in Vertical Pile under "E1* for School of Economics
and Politics.

S-8
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193$ 9/

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POU3JICS Academic Organization

, W. Biographical

Reports, School of Economics and Pollties,

Filed in Vertical File under 3f School of Economies and Politics»

S IAS Sch. of Eoon, ft Pol. 193 -̂9
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SCHOOL OP HUMAHISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

MERITT, B. D. Biographical

Formal report of Meritt's year at Oxford and
activities in Athens during the Christmas and summer
vacations.

Oxford.
See press accounts on his honorary degree from
•rt -

D, Meritt, Benjamin, D,, 1937-19i}5
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations ¥OAI

FELLOWS Academic Personnel

ROCKSFEELER Foundations

ENDOWMENT FOR RESEARCH

The Scientific Research Fund

"An endowment of three million dollars was established
in 1928 for the promotion of research in Mathematics, Physics,
Astronomy, Chemistry, and Biology. One-third of this
endowment was contributed by the General Education Board.

"By special gifts to this endowment fund six
professorships have been established: the Cyrus Fogg
Brackett Professorship in Physics, and the Henry B. Fine
.Professorship in Mathematics, by Thomas D. Jones, of the
Class of 1876; the Thomas D. Jones Professorship in
Mathematical Physics, and the David B. Jones Professorship
in Chemistry, by Miss Gwethalyn Jones, daughter of David B.
Jones, of the Class of l8?6; the Class of 1897 Professorship

in Astronomy, byt he Class of 1897* and the Henry Fairfield
Osborn Professorship in Biology, by William Church Osborn,
of the Class of 1883.

"The remaining income from the fund is allocated to
the five departments concerned in accordance with the
recommendations of a committee representing these departmenta.
This income is used to supplement appropriations for research
from the general funds of the University.

THE SPEARS FUND

"An endowment of two hundred thousand dollars was
established in 193̂ - by the bequest of Miss lone May Spears
of Brooklyn for the promotion of research in Art and
Archaeologyo The income of the fund is administered by a
committee of the department

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

"While Princeton University and the Institute for
Advanced Study are organically and administratively distinct,
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the faculties and students of the two institutions cooperate
in advanced work in a number of fields.

' Members of the School of Mathematics of the Institute
for Advanced Study, which was started in 1933* occupy studies
in Pine Hall of Mathematics at Princeton University, and
the courses and seminars of the School are conducted in
this building. The School of Economics and Politics and
the School of Humanistic Studies, which were organized in
the academic year 1935-1936, at present occupy temporary
quarters«

ttThe courses, seminars, and opportunities for conferences
and direction in Princeton University and in the Institute
for Advanced Study are open to students enrolled in either
without payment of an additional fee. As a result of
experience, advanced students, such as National Research
Council Pellows, Rockefeller Foundation.-Fellsws and
Commonwealth Fund Fellows, who have come to Princeton, are
now accredited to both institutions, since it has happened
not infrequently that a Fellow coming to study with a member
of one group found it to his interest to confer and work
with one or more members of the other group.

"The announcement of courses and seminars to be given
in the several Schools of the Institute are made in bulletins
issued by the Institute, and may be obtained by addressing
the Director."

prom The Official Register of Princeton University,
October, 1936, Volume XXVIII, Mo. 3, pages 326-32?
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1936

GENERAL Relations W. O.A.I.

FLEXNER, ABRAHAM Biographical

Flexner to Aydelotte:

"... Courant has in short order received a permanent appointment and taken a
prominent positfon. In other words, Courant is a star at New York University and is
really excellent, though he would not have measured up to our d requirements.. It is
important to build up institutions like New York University just as well as Harvard
and Yale and the Institute."

Source: A File IAS (home)
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936 10/6

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES

MERITT, B. D.

FLEXNER, A.

GOLDMAN, HETTY

Academic Organization

Biographical

Meritt to Flexner, October 6, 1936e

Recommendation of Hetty Goldman for appointment: "an
outstanding explorer and excavator, who has done excellent
work in both historic and prehistoric investigation." of
Colophon in Asia Minor. Her published reports and books have
been admirable, "and I think of her appointment not with a view
to any commitment of the Institute fcfcM£iAULJttXiL^£_JUiL« ̂ ^
as an opportunity for Miss GolcLmHn's further exploitation of
her unpublished material so that she may prepare it and
studies coming from it for publication."

Looks forward to continuing his own wirk with her on
Colophon where he worked with her in Asia Minor,
D, Meritt, BenjaminD., 1937-19^5
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•1936 10/8

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

DIRECTOR Adrainistr-ation

FLEXNER, A. Biographical

AYDELGTTE, P.

Fiexner to Aydelotte.

The faculty has been having some sessions without .me
since terra opened, and I suspect they will have something to
communicate to me between Board meeting and now--but no idea
what. Let 's have a talk at the Board meeting, (after the
Board Meeting).

PA Confidential Piles, March 7,
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1/1936 10/8

GOLDMAN, HETTY Biographical

FLEHNER, A.

Bearing out Miss Goldman's state of delerious joy at her appointment
to the Institute:

if Goldman to Flexner, October 8, 1$36.

"l am sure you realized that your offer of a position at the
Institute came to me as such a complete surprise that I felt literally
"stricken* and was incapable of any reaction at the moment„ Such hesitation
as I felt-was due solely to doubts of my own capacity, but I have
decided to put the most flattering interpretation upon it and to believe
that no person of integrity and imagination faces a grgat opportunity
without self-questioning,,

"I had a long and very illuminating talk with Ben Meritto I see
before me the possibility of undisturbed work under conditions which
certainly could not be equalled anywhere In America, and I accept with
gratitude,"

D File, Goldman, Hetty, 1936,- 3
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-1936 10.9
j.

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

FLEXFER, A. Biographical

RIEFIER, W.

VEBLEN, 0.

Letter from Riefler and Veblen to Flexner, October 9, 1936, in
regard to a successor and understudy for Plexner.

Piled in Chronological Pile under 1936, 10/9;

1*2̂ -,.W-^-V-v-, -

iv'6-o ^ K>k+£- -L^cuvvaA^ CiA^U he So^-ffa FAv,?^-^

O*r <^K.« k^, ^ K,T ̂ ^ ; O . ' O A F f^t^{^,_ F^? .̂ K^fo
TPo r> n 1 •h^r Mfifi'h'i ncrs / A 2 / P, m . i .T t 'n_c AS Pile, Faculty Meetings
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GOLEM AN, HETTY .Biographical

Miss Goldman said that when she was asked by Flexner to come to IAS first she went
home in a haze of pleasure. When whe was telling her father who is a lawyer about it
she said that perhaps she should have asked him to settle the details of the employment
for her. Wer father replied "My dear, you're dealing with a FlBxner," Miss Goldman
said drtely "Later on it turned out it would have been better if I Ead pursued the
matter of formal arrangements."

D

' w*jXih Miss Goldman 10/30/55
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10/13

STIPENDS Academic Personnel

It was suggested the Institute was spending too much,
on stipends in the School of Mathematics, The Director
replied that the stipends must fee viewed in the light of the
educational picture, not only of American, but cosmopolitan
mathematics, andt he stipends expended were lifting the level
of mathematical instruction and research in many European
centers and American universities. He said that this was
probably the most highly productive part of the expenditure
of the Institute insofar as the results were concerned. The
consensus was that no change should be made.

Trustees' Minutes, October 13, 1936
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10/13

CAPPS Biographical

GOLDMAN, HETTY

SWANN, NANCY IEE

Goldman Professor at 0200 a month., p. 16

Capps Visiting Prof esso r at 0200 a month, p, 16

Swann Curator at $3,000 per year. p. 16

Trustees' Minutes, 10/13/36
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10/13

PRINCETON UHIVEESITY Relations ¥OAI

LIBRARY Facilities

HERZFELD, Biographical

Princeton University helped Herzfeld find space for his
library so it could be availdale to its faculty as well as
Herzfeld. (p. 10)

Trustees' Minutes, 10/13/36
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10/13

STIPEHDS (p. 16) Academic Personnel

Vote October meeting year in advance.

Trustees' Minutes, 10/13/36
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936 10/13

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS (p. 12-Uj.) Facilities

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY (p. lij.) Relations WOAI

Financial report on purchase of real property (p. 1$)

Acquisition 6229,360
Repairs 6,333

S23576W

Trustees' Minutes, 10/13/36
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9̂36 10/13

GEST ORIENTAL LIBRARY (p. 7-8) Paeilit&es

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STFDDIES Academic Organization

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS (p. 8-10)

MEMBERS Academic

Report of Director (p. 3-7)

Trustees' Minutes, 10/13/36
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,,1936 10/13
v

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS Academic Organization

STIPENDS Academic Personnel

GENERAL (ADMISSION FEES) $ Finance

HARDIN, JOHN R. Biographical

VEBLEN, 0.
page 11«

Hardin raised the question of the tuition fee and pointed
out how small was the income derived. Veblen explained that
the Institute was following not only the practice of Princeton
University but the custom in the great English universities
which is to regard men with Ph. D. degrees and academic
.employment as "distinguished visitors" whose presenee is
beneficial to the Institute. The Director commented that
)the collection of the fees was a small matter, but the
admission of members on a quality basis, and the question of
congestion in Fine Hall, and the preservation of the time of the
staff for their own studies were the important considerations.
'Trustees' Minutes, October 13, 1936
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10/15

APPOINTMENTS

BENEFITS

GOLDMAN, HETTY

Academic Personnel

Biographical

Esther S. Bailey to Miss Goldman, October, 1936.

"I have pleasure in informing you that at a meeting of the
Trustees of the Institute for Advanced Study held on
October 13, 1936, you were appointed a Professor in the School
of Humanistic Studies of the Institute with an honorarium of
0200.00 a month, the date upon which your appointment begins
to be fixed to suit your convenience,,"

D, Goldman, Hetty
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10/19
10/23
11/12
11/17
11/21

STIPENDS Academic Personnel

POLICIES Administration

MEMBERS Academic personnel

WEED, LEWIS H. Biographical

FLEXNER, A.

Flexner to Weed, October 15, 1936.

I was sorry not to be able to discuss with you after the meeting
the question of stipends, to which I had given a lot of thought. I
omitted to mention several considerations which I think are important:

(1) These stipends take the place of fellowships which are given
by all American universities,, /S/&- p Is . - . • • • ' "•"/«-^> *v -•'•••' ̂

(2) Themen who come on s tfipends realize the desirability of
having appointed in their own departments in their own universities men
who have had Princeton training. Veblen tells him that two of the
younger men who have had stipends since our meeting have received calls
to other universities„

(3) Stipends have worked in a way that no one anticipated. Not
all the fields of mathematics have been covered in the Princeton group,.
Sometimes men c ome ̂ n s tipends who are able to give seminars and lectures
on phases of the subject not represented by any one in either the
University or the Institute faculty. Thus, for example, Dr. Kurt G-8del,

i distinguished authority in the f ie^-d of symbolic logic, a new mathematical
\development, came on a stipend. This has resulted in transplanting
\symbolic logic from Europe to America, with the result that it is now
proposed to begin in a modest way the publication of a small journal of
symbolic logic. Furthermore, our concern is not simply to develop a great
school of mathematics here, but in everyway possible to assist in
lifting the level of American mathematics.

Weed to Flexner, October 19, 19360

Suggests the following points, largely administrative and fiscal:

(1) By voting at the fall meeting for the stipend obligations for
the next fiscal year, we commit ourselves without having any estimate of
income for that fiscal year prepared by the Treasurer. This action makes
the appropriation the first charge against our funds nine months in the
future*
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(20> A lump-sum appropration of $30*000 should not, in my
opinion, be made by the Trustees without information regarding detailed
allocations. The Executive Committee of the Board should certainly pass
upon the recommended allocations under this lump-sum appropriation, as
is done by item throughout other parts of the annual budget 0

> (3) $30,000 for stipends is out of scale for an annual budget of
less than $300,000. ^^ ^^ . *^ | ,,;; ^ * ;,

So much for the fiscal considerations. Now as to the otheip
considerations :

"V (1) No institution of high caliber needs to put itself in the
position of paying students to come. The danger here is that we are on
the descent to the class of theological seminaries 0

"N (2) The granting of stipends to professors on leave of absence
with half pay seems to me essentially unnecessary. Almost every
institution of higher grade in this country will allow a professor leave of
absence on full pay for periods of afe least six months,, With proper
arrangements the six months can with vacation time run into nine or
ten months. Such men should be able to work in Princeton under the
salaries from their own institutions.

(3) Such people as these should notb e classed among
fellows receiving fellowship stipends.

His experience in the medical group indicates that the
very younger men with very little to live on can, if given leave of
absence, make their way for six months with pay, even though their
remuneration is very small.

(5) Weed does not consider the influence of the mathematics
group in the Institute upon American mathematics will be diminished
by the omission of stipend awards. Our contribution is sufficiently
outstanding,. Young mathematicians of promise will come to Princeton at
any cost to themselves to be close to our staff.

if •''-*• ""' ''*'*" '""" •"

*He calls attention to the fact that he does not emphasize
collection of tuition fees. He thinks that no tuition fees should
| be collected from any of the advanced workers „ He believes that we should
commit our funds to make permanent appointments in the fields of

s, or the humanistic studies.

Plexner to Weed, October 23, 19360

Apfpropo of the obligation in the future we obligate if we ak take
out a lease or engage a professor. Why should $e not obligate in
advance grants, if grants are an essential part of our operation? As
a matter of fact, we could perfectly well charge the 830,000 to this
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to this year's budget, and do so continuously hereafter, for the Treasurer
report shows that we are really way within our actual income.

(2) The Trustees and the -^xecutive Committee are not qualified
to pass on the allocation . "We are none of us mathematicians,
humanists, or economists.

(3) He thinks that the money so expended, that is by stipends,
to brush up and re-stimulate jajgroup of men occupying important posts
ikacH is one of the~'^6^t"""Tmportant iEI5gi~wi~SattTff¥J~«Si is more important
than hiring two more professors. .

As to the non-fiscal points Weed made in his letter of October

(1) The men to whom we make grants are usually married men who
are no longer in the ordinary student class. They have responsibilities „
Is there any 1 ogical reason why we cannot do for American mathematicians
the sort of function that with propriety can b e done by the National
Reaearch Council? . "The recent report of the University Grants Committee
in England shows -that ijr^j£er_jcen.t of the total number of British
university students are assisted by scholarships or grants of the same
kin4 that we one making, ana tha Committee is asking Parliament for a
larger sum to be devoted to the same purpose."

(2) It takes some time for the stipendiates"to forget themselves
and adjust to the kind of work that is going on at Princeton." Theja they
go on under their own steam, a^d Jh^y^^refre_sh our £££ulj<y.« "Yesterday
Professor von Neumann. ..came overdo tell me~TKaT"a**^:Fa5lem on which he
had been working since 1929 had been solved, not by himself alone,
however, but by means of suggestions which he derived from one of the men
here on a stipend; and Dean Eisenhart spoke to me with glee on the same
subject this morning. We get a good deal out of these men, even while
they are getting a good deal out of us."

(3) Things come up which require quick action, for instance,
Flexner learned long after the Board Meeting in April that Harvard was
bringing over to its celebration three of the greatest mathematicians in
Europe. Two of these three men would like to come to Princeton for several
months. The third, Cartan, of Paris, also desired to come but was prevertec
by his engagements. 1Te~T5r ought Levi-Civita, head of the great
mathematical school at Rome, and Hardy, the most distinguished of English
mathematicians. They have been here and have stimulated our group.
He says that one meeting with Levi-Civita was prolonged two hours
when Einstein and he got into an argument, and it was an argument which
no one who witnessed it could forget.

Also, since the last meeting, Niels Bohr of Copenhagen is passing
through America on his way to Japan and would like to come to Princeton
for about a month. Eisenhart reached Flexner on this ana offerred to
bear one -half the expense of bringing Bohr to Princeton if the
Institute could bear the other half. Here is a chance to bring a
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Nobel Prize winner In mathematical physics to Bhe Institute. ¥e should
not loose such chances.

(1|) The men who come here on stipends do not live any too easily,
and notwithstanding the fact that we do for them what we can, their
lives are Spartan. Princeton is an expensive place in which to live on
any deeent scale,

(5) I think our influence at the moment would be lessened if
we omitted the stipends, but that does not mean that they need to go
on in perpetuity* "We embarked on t he policy at the moment when the /
Rockefeller Foundation cut down their grants to the National Kesearchi/
Council. I am hopeful that these grants will be restored, for I think
the Rockefeller Foundation never made a better investment. Ninety
per cent of the men who won grants from the National Research Council
hold excellent places in academic faculties today,. Great Britain has
had an endowment, the proceeds of which have been used in this same
way, ever since the Crystal Palace Exposition in Ib5l. The men who
were enabled by grants from this fund to carry on their studies longer
are now professors all over the world. Two of them hold full
professorships In Princeton." <*Kv <\..

Flexner agrees that we should not spend so much on mathematics that
we cripple the o ther schools, and also that the time may come when the
X amount we spend may be reduced; but in the depression years oufr" School
of Mathematics would have been a very different affair if the mathemati-
cians had not had these stipends as a means of building up the
mathematical group ana making conditions of working here at Princeton
known throughout the whole world.

Weed to Flexner, November 12, 1936«

He reiterates his points that the permanent commitments, the
appointments of professors on a long-tenure basis, are our first lien on
our funds, and that under the stipend plan if the income of an
institution falls $$. off, the Institute can only reduce the salaries
which has been done in American universities during the depression. He
'also reiterates his point that the Trustees or the Executive Committee
should pass on detailed allocations. "It is not that the Trustees
would ordinarily dispute any Items if they~~ha<3: ttie~~'d-eTslI5;era""o'on:fiaence

1 1 injthe Exe cut I ve j — Tathe r~Tt~ ...... Is" ~th~airi3 iveTr ̂y~rme— h-av î ng— 1n7~tnr"wT6n~~e3cp e ndi -
|tul'ê ~X̂ of""funds should feel that his is only the power of recommendation,
mo't of__ac tipn« "

The expenditure of $30»000 for the general improvement of
American mathematics is a matter of opinion, and he is not competent
to express it. But he thinks that perhaps if additional professors are
not needed in mathematics, they are in our two other fields of
activity, particularly of the humanities 0 He thinks it were better to
discuss these things rather than to write about them.
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Plexner to Weed, November 17, 1936,

H® points out that whether you use the $£$Q,000 to appoint two
professors in mathematics, or two professors in the humanities, you
come to the same result if the income drops. You have to cut down, and,
therefore, you reduce salaries. "The policy which we are pursuing has
exactly the opposite effect. It increases what you aptly call the
'cushion' which we have hitherto maintained. We have fifteen persons
to whom we have a long-term obligation, in addition to this a few
secretaries. If any sort of financial crisis should occur, we could at
once drop for as long a period as is necessary all the grants we make
in all departments, amounting to something between $30,000 and H}.0,000
a year and thus double the 'cushion' so that from the standpoint of
safe financing we are a good, deal safer with the grants than we would
be with professorships «*'

Weed to Plexner, November 21, 1936.

He is conscious of the futility of further discussion by letter,
but he thinks that his suggestion of the employment of two full
professors for $30,000 is not his 'weak pointf1 as Plexner has said it is.
He is still for expending the $30,DOO for outstanding men. But if
there is likelihood that the income will drop, and that we haven't got
the $30,000, "I agree that the money should ao-t go to any permanent
appointments which are a first lien on our funds,," But he still thinks
that the Trustees should not appropriate such a fund for an ensuing
year unless our total budgetary estimates are in handc

D File, Weed, Lewis H., 1930-19^0
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For note on Weed correspondence end 1936 on math stipends.

,

3ee. F-W after Bd. meeting. 10/15-36. Flexner defended stipends,
it not for presence at Pctn/of Dr. iiurt U6del, the center of

symbolic logic for the whole world would not be here, -ft'weed then
specified his objections: 1. the appropriation for stipends preceded
by 7 months the budget, and by 12 months the advent of the s-̂ -wdents *"**•*
supported by it. ?. Professors who were members usually came on sabbat-
ical leave, for which they receivedahalf-year's pay. They should be
able to complete their work in that Period and the three months of
vacation, as fdid the post-doctoral students at the Hopkins' Sch. of
•̂ ed. T̂  young medicos "lived on air" to complete their studies.
3* Pctn w,?s sufficiently enticing to young mathematicians that they
would comfe to it without inducement, k. The funds would be better
used bo support two permanent professors in any of the three Schools.
10/19/36.
•P'lexner replied that the money spent to Jtte enable professors and
teachers of math to "brush up in modern mathematics stimulated them
to greater efforts; the effects were thus more useful than would be
the employment of two more professors. Did Weed believe the NRG
fellowships were not useful? Students in higher education needed
financial help; the British assisted l\2% of theirs. 10/23/36
Meed,still unconvinced,feared the Inst was spending so much on math
it would starve the othr disciplines, ^'urthermore, he believed that the
Bd and not the ^chool should grant the stipends to individuals. 11/12

ox«JU &f *
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1936 »*" 10/1?

GENERAL Academic fPersonnel

FLEXJRER. ABRAHAM Biographical

"Dear President Aydelotter

"Thsnk you for sending me the memorandum drawn up by your committee on the teachers'
oath legislation. I am"thoroughly opposed to such legislation. Anything more ridiculous
and absurd than requiring an oath of this kind of teachers it would be very hard to
imagine. I have no hesitation whatsoever in saying that if I were placed in a position
where an oath of this sort had to be taken under duress I should take it and pay absolutely
no attention to it subsequently in either my actions or my op̂ inions.

Always sincerely,

/s/ Abraham Flexner"

Source: A File IAS (home)
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10/19

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

RIEFLER, WINFIELD W. Biographical

STRAUS^, PERCY

Riefler to ̂ traus^, 10/19/36 in regard to economics work.

Plied in Chronological Pile under 1936, 10/19.

Prom Kiefler's Israat home files, See his letter 1/22/56 filed correspondence
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COPY

October 19, 1936

Mr. Percy S. Straus
151 7/est 34th St.
New York City

Dear Mr. Straus :

I am enclosing copies of the two reports v/hich Dr. Flexner mentioned

3 l i f e r at the meet ing of the Board of Trustees. I think they give a fairly clear

indication of the type of problem toward which; -,-fe are trying to direct

our activities in economics. The first report, dated March 13, envisaged

the Institute taking leadership aau..respon^ifeility in the formulation .

of a program of financial research on a vd.de scale0 This need or oppor-

; tunity, is in abeyance for the moment since a similar program is now being

\ formulated by the National Bureau of Economic Research. A shift in
• • • . . • . .

sponsorship of this kind does not seem to Ws especially important. The essential

consideration is that the work should be done end that the Institute should

be in a position to participate'. These essentials, I believe, will be

assured under the National Bureau, program.

lishould like to come to New York for lunch almost any day that youIi*
are free. The only obstacle in my ci&endar at present is a meeting of the

Finance Committee of the Institute v/hich Mr. Hardin announced would be

called some day this '.reek. If you wish to go forward with the engaganent,

please sat a day.

Sincerely yours

Enclosures '"'infield w", Kiefler
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1936

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS Academic Organization

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Re]a tions ¥. 0 . A . I .

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities
/ «v

Excerpts fron^dirgests of a typewritten aesaorandua found in V-2 file with Flexner1 s
initials at the ±±ME top. It is apparently a working draft of a paper of Flemer's. The
paper discusses problems raised by the extraordinary prominence of the mathematicians
assembled at Princeton which it characterizes as "not simple'1. Princeton consists of
fcftree separate but overlapping groups, the undergraduate school, the graduate school
which overlaps wtth the IAS, and the IAS which overlaps the graduate school.

As far as numbers are concerned the limit can be fixed on the undergraduate school
on the basis of considerations which do not concern the other two units. As far as the
graduate school is concerned a limit on numbers is fixed by the size of the graduate
college and also by the consideration that there are other graduate schools in the country
that can take care of students not accommodated at -^rinceton. ;'Even so the precise number
of graduate students that could be admitted depends also on (1) phyiscal facilities, (2)
size and quality of staff, etc." Admitting that because of the eminence of the Princeton
group more graduate students wil^want to study mathematics here tb£n elsewhere it is
necessary to impose a limitation' and the limitation should be one of quality. So much
for the University's problem." ^ _ g, K«,U- **"̂  *ov^ <* ^«^W *-*-&> 1

As for the Institute it can carry the same difficulty a step further. "It can
easily impose certain limitations, as, that (1) it will admit no one who has not achieved
the Ph.D. degree, (2) no one wholes not beyond the Ph.D. degree given evidence of promise,
but with the Ph.D. training comes to a halt..."

The Instituteuwas founded to offer easy going, informal and stimulating help to men
capable of independent work..." The two policies outlined above create two forces which
will inevitably bring to Princeton more applications than could otherwise be received.
A severe limitation on the numbers which uould be accommodated is the precise load upon
the teaching: This will shift from year to year.

N

A study of the figures shows that during the current year^there are 1|1 persons
registered in the Institute. This does not mean that there are ij.l who receive anything
like regular instruction or guidance from the members of the Institute's staff. There
may be some who attend lectures or seminars, there may be some who do their work mainly
with the members of the Princeton Faculty; on the other hand, there are some registered
in Princeton"Vho do their work substantially with Institute Faculty. *TEar^ar®~also~~
some of the Ip_ who are registered twice, as for example, the National Research Council,
the Commonwealth Fund and C.R.B. Foundation Fellows.

Fine Hall itself imposes a limitation on members. Its space is not indefinitely
expansible. Its library facilities are essential to study. It must not be overcrowded.
Most important of all is the necessity for maintaining an adequate enrollment for
stimulating tJje_FjicuOLty of both institutions, "...an able body of students does as much
good to the professor as a professor does to the advanced student."
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He then suggests a mode of handling the problem:

... would it not be well to restrict the number on a qualitative rather than a
quantative basis . whenever
*> (2) To emphasize a quantative limit/there is the real danger that the members of the
staff are .being pushed unduly hard.
11 (3) To procure additional space a% the total admitted by the two groups seems to make
Fine Hall too populous.1'

In the latter contingency he suggests that it would be wise if additional space is
provided to do so on the basis that the mixture of the two groups should continue without
any limitations, physical or otherwise , being placed on it. "Thus cooperation between
Thomas and Meyer, between Lefschetz and Alexander, and so forth, ought not to be inter-
f erred with or made difficult. And again it is a wonderful thing that the men doing
| advanced mathematics here glide unconsciously from one group to the other without raising
I any question either in their own line or in that of their respective staff."

»̂
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TRUSTEES Corporation

GEBEriAL

Certificate of Change of address was executed,
citing action of the Trustees 13th Octooer, 193&» changing
the location of the principal office of the corporation
from 602 Center Street in the Village of South Orange tn
the County of Essex, to 20 Nassau Street, Borough of Princeton,
.County of Mercer.

Pile, Certificate of Change of Location of Principal Office
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SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AMD POLITICS Academic Organization

MTTPANT, DAVID Biographical

RIEFLER, ¥.

Letter from %rdelotte:

"Dear Dr. Flexner:

"I shotild be very much interested to read the memoranda prepared by Professors
Riefler and Mitrany, which you said at the last meeting would be available for Trustees
who wished to read them.

.

"I look forward with great interest to hearing the results of your conferences
this week about the golf course.

Tours sincerely,11

Source: A File IAS (home)
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1936 . ,

BUILDINGS AMD GROUNDS Facilities

VEBLEK, OSWALD Biographical

v H
Memorandum for Messrs. Aydelotte and Maass:

1. Prof. Russell wants to see Flexner to discuss questions on the groxind.

2. "I talked with Mr. ̂ aris, explaining that -with regard to the land the present
policy is first, to conserve what facilities it contains and to try to use these in such
a way that the Institute would at least not lose money on it; and second, to make a very
modest beginning in the direction of improving the land by reforestation, etc. I also
suggested that we should be glad to make an arrangement by which Mr. Paris would continue
to cultivate the fields which he already has under cultivation, and perhaps extend his
operations to other fields. He pointed out that it is not reasonable to expect a return
from fields which have been lying waste, until some time and money have been spent upon
them..."

3. "With regard to the utilization of the Olden Manor, my wife.and I got some very

\l advice from President Aydelott̂ - as a result of which we probably -Khali not initiat<any general discussion of the question, but make a few inquiries and see whether it is
possible to make a beginning in a small, way which would not commit the Institute too far
in any direction." . /s/ O.V.
Source: A File IAS (home) ^^^- & vn*»*~^ 6 lv . Sk*w<j U kwwx *}
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1936 1̂0/30

GEST ORIENTAL LIBRARY Facilities

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

Flexner to Maass**

"As to Dr. Swann: The Gest Library will always need a. curator who is thoroughly
familiar with the Chinese language and literature, and I have had since the Board meeting

I two conferences with President Dodds and one with the Chinese scholars of the Princeton
faculty in respect to the Library, which will undoubtedly in the course of time form the
nucleus of a school of oriental studies - something that does not exist in this country
and is badly needed...At the meeting I recommended ̂ permanent appointment for Dr. Swann
therefore similar to the permanent appointments (̂of the professors."

"Yesterday I had a long talk with President Dodds as respects the golf course. He
has not been idle at any time since the negotiations began, but he has had to move very
diplomatically. There are two parties whom he must carry with him: one, the Board of
Trustees of Princeton Universl$tjjwho were unanimous in wishing to accommodate us in the
way we desire; two, the Class of 1906 which presented the golf club known as the
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Springdale Golf Club with the club house. There are a number of old-timers in this group
on the Club House eomraittee who are extremely reluctant to have this memorial touched̂
in any way. The architect is dubious about the feasibility of removing the building as
it now stands, though it can be done. President Dodds suggests that, if we can authorize
him to offer the Class of 1906 a somewhat improved and modern club house to be located
at the far end of the Princeton Inn, the Class of 1906 will feel that they are getting
quid gro quo, and he will fee relieved of a large part of one of these personal situations
which are difficult to handle in a university. The cost/ô  us of building an improved
golf club house to be known as the 1906 Club House would be between $20,000 and $25,000.
The University will not need any part of the Olden Farm to replace any damage done to the
golf club, for they own land at the far end of the golf course which can be used for that
purpose and thus avoid «$$»sing the road to the Olden Farm."

P
Source: IAS Trustees - Maass, Herbert H.
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!936 10/31

STIPENDS Academic

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

Flexner to Veblen.

Professors»Alexandwr and Veblen have sent Flexner a memorandum (/» A)
regarding accommodations at Pine Hall. Plexner finds several points clear
after thinking about them: (1) We have no present, or as far as I can-
see, future reason for taking chemistry or bioloprv into
all; (2) He doubts that the School of Mathematics requires "tlie "additional
space. "The question reduces itself, therefore, to the possibility of
procuring three large studies and two xmsi± more small ones fot? the
present staff." Plexner says that additional facilities, if provided,
would not be occupied by members of ooth staffs, that is, University and
Institute, but simply by the Institute staff which would involve a
separation xSL unfprtunate,,£Q̂ ,Ail,,,Ji,oiî ej:ned. He ̂ concludes t'hat ..... iTt is
better to limit the enrollment scrupulously to jibout JjJL-Cie-agile-r "by
excluding persons who have not obtained, the. Ph..n-..̂j±e.gr.ea,,, ..... _an.cLwiio_h._ave_
no*. given plain indication of unusual abi_lit2i._ It may be that the ~
number will fall below lf.0, "BuFTTiEeun noT" regard that as a misfortune.

It may also happen that thts opportunity to obtain someone like Dirac
may make it run above lj.0—a situation with which I think we c an cope as
things now stand.*5

Alexander has evidently urged that numbers count for less in the
\e thani n the graduate school because of the greater maturity and
ability of the Institute members. Plexner takes exception to this line
of argument, feeling that there is a limit to what the professorial level
can give to the post-doctorals, and it might result in the post-doctorals
talking among themselves, and thereby lo&sing what the Institute has to

^ offer.
Ti j2,/cWithout*mentioning the position of the School of Mathematics,,the

people in the School of Humanistic Studies and the School of Economics and
Politics agreed with his position.

He brings up another point which is that certain members of the
Board are not favorable to the payment of stipends. Dr. Weed objects to
sjt.lpends on principle. "Since the Board meeting he has written me a long
letter"on~tTae~'sub3ect arguing this point, and I have replied defending
the stipends." Another Trustee has orally taken the thing up with
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Dr. Flexner, and has tola him that others of the Board likewise question
the wisdom or necessity of the stipends. "As long as we utilize the
stipends to bring together a small number of carefully chosen men, we
could hold our ground, but if the numbers increase, it is obvious that
the abolition of stipends would still leave us with as many workers, or
members, as, in my judgment, we should endeavor to bring together. There
is, therefore, the possibility of which I think it would be a mistake for
you to l^ose sight that the mere suggestion of increased numbers in the
provision of additional space may tend to deprive you of an Important
ŝ i§£,£'iyjs weapon which you and your associates possess in the form of
stipends ."

This is not all. H« has, in the last two weeks, talked with each
one of our registered memoers. Pour or five of the first talked to said
that they were working with Princeton professors, Eisenhart, Lefjshetz??.,
Bo.chner, Wigner, and so forth. Should^ there be an arbitrary separation"*
by institut ion , i t .. . wou 1 d le is s e in .','. our" ' n̂ Sê ^̂ -̂ fê ŝfeê TEI WBtiSs&rb~im~~£
\i on whether they wanted "addTtTonal numbers and whether the
/Institute should increase Its numbers, and the answer was negative, greatly
"as t'hey appreciate the quality of persob. we are bringing in.

"Between us the two faculties have in the neighborhood of 70
advanced students in mathematics."

He has looked into the problem of the "Gateway Club." He finds
the mortgage is $35,000, far in excess of its value. "And the University
has, as I am persuaded after thorough and confidential investigation, a
legitimate and urgent use not only for it, but for one or two other
buildings of the same character. I am not in a position at this moment
to explain precisely what these uses are." -

l\"r VW

H' r

File iv-20
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•10/31

RIEFLER, WINFIELD Biographical

Flexner to Maass:

"I am sending you a recent reprint of Riefler's which I think will give you some
idea of the scope of his knowledge and the character of his thinking as well as his
ability to present in condensed form the essence of what other ê nomî sts take a whole
book to say."

D
Source: IAS Trustees - Maass, Herbert H.
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POLICIES Administration

MEMBERS Academic Personnel

ALEXANDER Biographical

See Chronological file for letter Flexner to Veblen,

IV-20
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SCHOOL OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

FLEXNER, A. Biographical
i /*̂

tTTP'D'DTPT Tji "D S ll » C* » 'L 0* »,t « I «£ M '*••> t ••1-i.cjrr UiJjj f . JT* yl A/i.--* V»-6«..«\A«<A,j*t nA, •<••« W? ,1 s '*•" a ***r1 /

Plexner to Keppel, October 31, 193t>»

A general appraisal of the impact of the Institute fl
on the scholars who work here discussed feelingly, and continues

"Last year we began a program of the same kind in the
fields of economics and the humanities. The economic group
will develop yery, very slowly, and its needs can be met from
our own resource's 0 (underlines are mine) The hunianisJiic
group can be developed more rapidly. Its development indeed
is almost wholly a question of money,, I believe that, if
the Carnegie Corporation voted an appropriation of £25.,QQ£L..QJ1
a year for tjarjse years, it would b e bayond question capj._taJ.ized
by,Mfr,imn,ds_of the Institute by the end of that period, and
meanwhile facilities and opportunities of the Institute need
not 'waito

"The recent acquisition of the (Jest Oriental Library
by the aid of an appropriation from the Rockefeller Foundation

has opened a vista of possibilities whichwe had not
previously contemplated, but without outside help it will
be impossible to develop these and other similar opportunities
until the endowment of the Institute has increased, as I
am sure it will increase within a relatively brief period.
It is for the purpose of bridging this gap and enabling us
to progress more rapidly, though not less soundly and not
on a lower basis or with any other ideals, that I submit this
application to you and your Trustees,,"

Keppel to Flexner, iMovember 19, 19360 5ju,,

"We have been paaying over your letter of October 31sto,.
Our Trustees, or rather those whom I've had a chance to
consult, are interested in the possibilities, b ut one of
them suggests that, in view of the intimate, relations
between the Institute and Princeton University, it might be
well for you to see President Dodds at your common convenience
to discuss the whole situation with him. Princeton may have
some plans for us too, and we don't want to get the wires crossed. "
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Flexner to Keppel, November 25, 1936.

^

^

He talked with Dodds. "¥e make it a rule, indeed,
to canvass matters with one another in order that no wires
may be crossed." The proposition which the Institute
advanced is complementary and supplementary to plans which
Dodds has in mind.

Keppel to Plexner, December ?, 1936.

He says that his understanding with l>odds on whom
he talked with another matter is that there is agreement
between the University ana the Institute EH en principe,
and that a bill of particulars will be drawn up in due
course for discussion, looking to joint agreement, and when
fthat agreement is reached, Plexner will let Keppel know,

D Pile, Carnegie Corporation, 1932-1939
rvytofiw* — '
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>/ 1936

STIPENDS
SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

n/5
Academic
Academic Organization^
Relations WOAI

Veblen to Plexner.

Since it now appears that our quarters i n Pine Hall cannot be
extended either on the campus or in a building across the street, my
opinion of some of our fundamental problems is changed. I will consult
with some of my mathematical colleagues.

IV-20
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/ 1936 11/5

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academlc Organization

ARCHEOLOGY Academic Act^1tles

VEBLEN, 0. Biographical

PLEXNER, A

GOLDMAN, HETTY

Veblen to KisxziEX. Bailey.

Questions &aa4 in correcting the minutes whether Hetty Goldman
was appointed professor. Thinks she was not.

IV-20

1
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SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES Acaaeraic Organization

GOLDMAN Biographical

HARVARD Relations WOAI

^ ^ .
Hetty Goldman to Paul 3 ̂ .|v4 , November 5> i93fc>»^BesignSAg~ as

director of the excavations at Tarsus. She enumerates points which would
help justify and interest people in the increased budget for the Tarsus
excavationso

Piled in Chronological file under 1936, 11/5 •

D Pile, Goldman, Hetty, 1936-
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69 Alexander Street
Princeton, If. J.
November 5, 19S6

My dear Pauls

In accordance with the agreement reached at the laeeting held

in Cambridge on Sunday* lovember first, I am writing to say that I hare

withdrawn my tender of resignation as director of the excavations at

Tarsus, Turkey*

YOU asked m© also to enumerate for you th© points which would

help Justify and interest people in the increased "budget for the Tarsus

excavations.

1) Foremost, of course, I place the scientific results obtained

by the expedition in the first two years of its activity, 'i'hose of 1935

wer© stated in.the report printed in Merican Journal of Archaeology XXXIX

(1955) No. 4 pp. 526 ff.» and American Journal of Archaeology XL (1936)

Ho. 2t pp 210 ff« The second campaign brought to light a iJyeenaean level

in which Late Belladio (lycenaen) pottery occurred together with datable

Hittite Royal Seals and a Hittite land deed of which only two others are

known - both from th© Hittite capital of BogazkSy. In addition, there was
.

a rich deposit of bronze daggers and utensils of about 1400 B.C.j an

imense amount of pottery| primitive terra oottas of types hitherto unknowns

excellent terra eottas of the first century B.C. (?) - first -century A.D.,

and a house of the second half of the first aillenium preserved ia part to

a height of more than twelve feet.

The collection of early seals and seal impressions, which

numbered eight at the end of the 193S campaign was augmented by more than

thirty seals and seal impressions.

2) The devaluation of the dollar between the time of making

the original budget and the actual beginning of field work.
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* 2 .

3) The fact that I, as director, not only served without

salary, but paid ray own travelling expenses and met for two years a not

inconsiderable annual deficit.

4) The budget contains no appropriation for elerioal assistance,

for the services of a professional photographer or for those of a draftsman

and mter eolorist*

5) In spit© of th© smell budget considerable progress has

already been made towards preparing the ©xcaTated material for publication.

A preliminary study has b«en made of the Islamic material and a preliminary

catalogue of the terra oottas of classical type» A preliminary classification

of lamps*

6) If you want the opinions of foreign archaeologists, the

importance of th© undertaking has been emphasized by Claude Sehaeffer,

Director of the great Preach ©xeayation at Has Shanira in Syria, aad by th©

Germans in their latest.number of the Arohiv fuer Orientforsohung, in which

they abstract ray 1935 report and speak of the "Grosser Erfolg". And with

this word from the Nacie 1 close and sign myself.

Ever cordially,

(Signed) Hetty•Goldman
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Budget for the, Excavations at Taraus - .198.7

Salaries
Bhrieh for 12 months at f 125 $1000
Koskla. for 6 months at $100 600
Cox for 6 months at f 126 750
Technician for 8 months at |100 600
Turkish Inspector for 4|r months 620
Additional expenses of Inspector 130

Total $4200

'f ravelling Expenses
Pour assistants - towrist olass 1800
Director §00

Supplies 1000

Photographic Supplies 300

Pay Soil (Field Labor, Foremen and Mending Foroe) 6000

Transportation (while at Tarsus) 200

Food and Lodging 600

Domestic Wages 500

Household Supplies and Repairs 500

ilailst telegrams, fees9 eto* 150

Emergency Fund 250

Total 116,000
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1936 SuHaaary Statement

Assets

Expenditure in Turkish Pounds
11 " Dollars
Total

Balance

48615.00
1745.00

10,350.00
t 78S.OO

111,133.00

.OS

(Reserred for-mending work
July-December 193 -
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11/7

Academic Organization

Relations WOAI

Facilities

Biographical

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

VEBLEN, 0.

FLEXNER, A.

HARDY, G. H.
*3

Plexner to Veblen acknowledging his letter of November"?. It is
a severe letter. He feels that Veblen was not candid with him in
discussing an enlargement of the quarters at Pine Hall^" but that back of
it he really had an extension of the Schoolo f Mathematics beyond its
present conception. "At the present moment the School of Mathematics is
utilizing well nigh the entire income from the original endowment &KSUS. of
the Institute!^- two other seeds which I was anxious to plant, though
th.§,rg,,,was some difference of opiniQ,n,,...as,,,:t,Q ISSUKjgESMS^^MSSSjLĵ 1*6
e xi s t i ng 'on' a minlm'aX'' ¥as IT'S nd " wi 11 naturally be"" ©ntItl®d to pr io r
consideration in the event of any substantial increase of income." He

«> ', ' (' I '
, rv

asks Veblen to put his propositions down in memorandum form and give
Plexner an opportunity to study them before the moment comes when they
have to i>e considered (by Trustees or the faculty, though he does not
mention the groups/I

\g the great growth of the School of Mathematics: "if a man
V like G. H. Hardy asks me directly the question as to whether we really
wish a monopoly on mathematics in Princeton."

Plexner goes up in the air at the idea that Veblen wishes' to
talk the relationships with the University over with his colleagues and
begs him, and, infract, orders him, not to discuss those delicate and
tender relationships with the faculty members. The closer those
problems are held, the better, and the more people who know about them,
the ]jsss likely it is that the same peaceful, cooperative, and fruitful
relationships as obtained will ;&*& continue.
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Ac ad era! c Organization

Academic Activities

XL936

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES

ARCHEOLOGY

VEBLEN, 0.

FIEXNER, A,

GOLDMAN, HETTY

Flexner to Veblen.

The proposals to the Board written out and in Mrs<> Bailey's hands,
He repeats them as they appear in the minutes. Capps was appointed
visiting professor and Goldman as professor with an honorarium of $200 a
month, only because furtherlunds were not available in the budget, and

she was eminently qualified for the appointment to professor.

Pile IV-20
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GENERAL (TEHURE) Academic Personnel

GOLDMAN, HETTY Biographical

SWAM

CAPPS

Flexner to Veblen.

Answering inquiry on nature of Goldman's appointment
Swann's and Goldman's appointments both intended to be
indefinite in tenure as all staff appointments are.

IV-20
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/1936 / & » H/9

FLEXNER, A. Biographical

»

' ' //I/I

Asked Carnegie November 9, 1936 for $25,000 for 3 years
for Humanistic Studies. Keppel replied consult with Princeton-
Plexner said he had and did regular ly--no outcome in file.

D, Carnegie, 1932-39
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1936 11/11

FLEXNER, A. Biographical

VEBLEN, 0.

' Veblen^tK) -Flexner.fgJ
?•' -'- -•' .,.-., .(,,,,» w:-"-'1""""' '

Evidently the schools gave Flexner some kind of celebration, or
a faculty meeting or something of the sort in between these two dates,
November 7 and November 11, because it evokes from Plexner an admission
that he thought he had out-foxed them, but he woke up' the next morning
with the knowledge that he had not. "; 0 j]L b vuflk J YW >ri eOUfo-v i U « »

"l should be very distressed if I thought that you could possibly
misunderstand the letter which I sent you because last night's incident

.4 was much more characteristic than anything else that has happened. No
matter whether you and I dif f er o n a matter of detail, I do not for a
moment lose sight of the fact that you are the maker of the School of Math-
^ematics and without that school, fashioned as you have fashioned it, the
•other schools would lack an ideal towards which they can strive. On the

l other hand, let me ask you this: I am not of the common type of college

or university president. Tell me quite candidly always what is in your
mind. If it involves far-reaching plans, do as I suggested in my recent

! letterj? 7?ut them on paper, and give mft. a chance to think of them, for I
\m living in a very high atmosphere for ras, and I need time to think
'propositions over*-j&a&r until our endowment is complete, the financial side

of every move needs to be carefully considered. I don't x^ant ever toget
into the position of institutions which are blocked by the lack of a few
thousand dollars. I can readily understand that in the past i t m a y have
been necessary for you to feel your way carefully and that, if you had
said everything that was in your mina, you might have accomplished far

i-less than you have, but you need not employ such caution with me. You
I can be perfectly frank without fear that even" an ambitious plan will

aken my confidence in the ultimate wisdom of your^ludgment. I want also",
I f I c any™tT cJ"T '̂as-sttre" ~ytju—~aijout—tire~[JnTveiJsTEy^ F o o n e b u t T my self knows
the kind of helpful cooperation which we have received, in most instances
without the expenditure of a cent, from the Princeton authorities. Hardly
a day passes that they do not do something for us that we simply could not
do for ourselves, and they do it modestly, unostentatiously, and without
asking or expecting any return. I should like, therefore, to get our
relations with the University on such a matter-of-fact basis that the
question of relationship is non-existent, and that is what I had in mind
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when I deprecated a formal discussion by any group or all the groups
as to the question of the relationship between the Institute and the
University. Of course, as we grow, problems will arise, and we shall have
to 'talk them over, but such problems as have arisen up to now have
always been capable of settlement in an informal fashion, and that seems
to me to be under the circumstances and for the time being ideal...

"So please consider this letter in the spirit of its content as
a supplement to the more reasoned and formal letter which I sent you on
Monday^ and do not for a moment forget that, as long as I live, 1 shall
never forget or fail to recognize the outstanding importance of your
contribution towards making the Institute in point of standard and personne
In mathematics and in other subjects what it is today and what I hope It
may continue to be Indeflnitely0

"With all good wishes and very d eep appreciation"

I We, crM>M«Aj l\) A< v • I AvX/V^"* MwVV-'| ' fK h; • •?•' '••",-.-. i '•-<•- ..... »,

^£ws,

JL V "™ <— VJ j-,.

^ .. > ..fw*̂ ""' 'Ai! ; :- ;. ' .", I- ...j, ., ! j
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Relations WOAI

Academic Organization

Facilities

Biographical

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

DODDS, HAROLD ¥.

PLEXNER, A.

Flexner to Dodds, Nov. 11, 1936.

"Thank you for yours of the 6th [not in file] in regard
to the Infirmary and the Hospital, I shall take up the matter
at once.

*I note that in the final line you ask my pardon for
your presumption. I hage read the letter three times and I
see no evidence of presumption in it whatsoever. It contains,
on the contrary, helpful and wise suggestions bearing on the
relations which the Institute should work out with the
community,, Never hesitate to make any such suggestions
that may occur to you, please.**
Ds Dodds
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-L, /** /*

11/17

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

MODERN ART Academic Activities

MOREY Biographical

PANOFSKY

STILLWELL

DOWNEY

ROWLEY

FORSYTES

\y to Panofsky, November 1?» 193°, after a conference
with Panofsky and all the p ermanent members of the Art and
Archeology staff:

(1) Asking for l̂ SSOC £j?00 from the Institute for tracings
of the mosaics at Constantinople recently discovered (Hagia
Sophia) needed by the Princeton group, but the Department has had

to spend out of its income for current expenses 01,000 to
I complete the remodeling of the building and cannot find the

money. Weitzmann of the Institute would perhaps be the chief
beneficiaryo"*"

(2) Grants for research Antioch—"In view of the pending
revision of the arrangement between the Institute and W. A. Campbell.•<
and at the suggestion of Dr. Flexner, I have om/itted his
$ case from consideration,* The other men f or whom grants are '̂ 'H-HJ
requested for research are Jltillwell and Downey.

- - Twv
Stillwell is directing publication of the annual report

u of the d'lgr Princeton's contribution to the expenses of
Antic-ch,,is.the cost p^gubl^atipn; therefore, Stillwell is
regarded by the participants asHa proper charge on Princeton's l̂ s
0£a£a.;=fi£. publication costs and Priae«ton "and object to any "^\y for him on the excavation budget other than the expenses

liconsequent on his annual inspection of the dig0M Morey suggests :
a grant of six years, a grant for £2,000 for six years, for
Stillwsll (Btillwell is a member of the faculty at the University
in full standing on his return from Athens, and would be grantedj
says Morey in a handwritten note, leave by the University if the
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grant (Institute grant) was made, ^\ I^1?
>

Downey, presently on the Institute budget, 1936-37, on
$1500 for Antioch as research man for the tfextual sources.
Rejected for fellowship by the Graduate School Committee because
of his age and the number of fellowships which he has aiready
held. Morey says Princeton needs him for the next six years
of the Antioch dig, and asks a continuation of the grant
1937-19l|.2.

-)
(3) Grants to members i of Jthe Department of Art and

Arche'ology for research^in other fields, a matter, Morey
says, Panofsky, Flexner and he have often talked about with the
Institute promising kindly -consideration*

(a) George RowJLey has a half year leave on full salary
.̂  coming to him firs! term 1938-39 has collected work for a book (C

on Chinese painting but needs time towrite it. Suggests grant (&
of 62500 to enable liira to take another half year without s alary (J?^*
from the University, second of 1937-38 to finish the book.

î u
tsM_

(b) George Forsythe whom he recommends for a stipend
of $2,000 for a half year to complete collection of material /̂ <
on St. Martin D'Angers and Carolingian architecture with some '
qualifications.

Morey .e.
(Ij.)/ Returns/fco ttre urgan-s-e -&1 Alfred Barr, Director of the

}0 Museum of Modern Art, for appointment to the Institute in a
professorship of modern art.

(5) Joint publications apparently arranged participation
I already with the Institute.

(6) Morey asks for an assistant to the Curator of Slides
and Photographs—suggests 61200 £eg to £1500 as a proper
recompense for the Use by Institute personnel of MeCormick's
slides and photographs.

(7) Asks the Institute to participate with the University
in bringing Dr. Goldschmidt for graduate teaching on joint
invitation. Great medieaalist.
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(8) Suggests Institute consider establishment of a
chair in musicology.

Morey has the grace to say, "*This is a heavy oĵ £exing,
Nevertheless, it represents pretty much the sum total of the
Ĥrfl-i-dê arfeas so far as our staff is concerned, and I think
that friendly consideration of the research needs thereof as
here set forth will make jfior an even greater degree of cooperation
than that which the Institute and the Department have
enjoyed ever since jĵ âme.. (slinc e our conversation I feel
dubious about; this"":riquest. rethink, however, that it is
best for all concerned that $ a direct answer be made to it
to clear up any misunderstanding as to the extent of the
use the Institute makes of this section."

:-V*°.x,/>
y sX

Q.-* ,y D, Humanistic Studies
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SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

CAMPBELL, WILLIAM ALEXANDER

Academic Organization

Relations WOAI

Biographical

Morey to Flexner, November 2 3» 1936» confirming a conversation
between hiwt, Plexner, and Morey, and Campbell on t erms of
Institute six-year appointment for field work and
research connected with the Princeton Expedition for^he
excavation of Antioch-on-the-Orontes and its vieirtby, 03*000
a year, the grant to be made unconditional even if circumstances
interrupt the continuance of the excavation during the six years
of the new concession granted to Princeton for the site by the
Syrian Government. The period to be used for field work and
research—February 15th to August 15 of each year. The grant will
date from July 1, 1937» payable on terms requested by Campbell and
agreed to by the Institute„

D, Morey, C. R0
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations ¥OAE

MOREY, C. R. Biographical

FLEXNER, A.

Flexner to Morey.

End of letter: "With much appreciation of your marvelous
cooperation—sometimes a little too marvelous for our resources,
I am..."

D, Morey, C. R0
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

Dodds to Professor\e not given).

"The work of the Institute for Advanced Studh is now
of such scope as to make it desirable to regularize our
administrative procedure in negotiations with them. This letter
is, therefore, being addresse^d to the chairmen %fi of those
departments whose programs touch that of the Institute.

uln choosing the personnel ana determining the policy
of The Institute for Advanced Study, Dr. Plexner has at times
sought the advice of members of our Faculty. Also at times
members of our Faculty on their own initiative have
approached Dr. Flexner with suggestions, the adoption of which
they thought would enlarge the opportunities at Princeton in
their fields of study. In so doing they were recognizing the
relationship possible between the University and the Institute
in scholarly matters. For this reason the future development
of the Institute is of interest not only to individual members
of our Faculty but to the University as a whole„

!II have been considering ways in which our relations
with the Institute may best be so coordinated as to avoid

misunderstandings and the dagger that various persons may
work at cross purposes. To this end I have designated the
Dean of the Graduate School as our representative in these
relations, and I am now asking that allmembers of the Faculty
will consult with him before taking up with the Institute any
matters which concern the cooperation of the two institutions.

"I may add that this arrangement meets the approval
of t iae Director of the Institute."

( «„ , ,,

•
1 • v

D Pile, Uodds, Harold W,
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

DQDDS, HAROLD ¥. Biographical

FLEXHER, A.

Copy of a letter for Dr. Flexner from Dodds to
professors, November 2?, 1936.

"The work of the Institute for Advanced Study is now of
such scope as to make it desirableto regularize our adminis-
trative procedure in negotiations with them. This letter is,
therefore, being addressed to the chairmen of those
departments whose programs touch that of the Institute»

win choosing the personnel and determining the policy of
The Institute for Advanced Study, Dr. Plexner has at times
sought the advice of members of our Faculty. Also at times
members of our Faculty on their own initiative have approached
Dr. Flexner with suggestions, the adoption of which they thought
would enlarge the opportunities at Princeton in their fields of
study. In so doing they were recognizing the relationship

possible between the University and the Institute in
scholarly matters. For this reason the future development of
the Institute is of interest not only to individual members
of our Faculty but to the University as a whole.

"I have been considering ways in which our relations with
the Institute may best be so coordinated as to avoid
misunderstandings and the danger that various persons may work
at cross purposes. To this end I have designated, the Dean of
the Graduate School as our representative in these relations,
and I am now asking that all members of the Faculty will
consult with him before taking up with the Institute any
matters which concern the cooperation of the two institutions.

"I may add that this arrangement meets the approval of
the Director of the Institute." /

D, Dodds, Harold W,
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Aeadsnic Organization

Biographical

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

FLEXNER, A.

NORMAN, MONTAGU

CLAY, PROP. HENRY

Plexner to Norman, November 28, 1936, at Riefler's suggestion
and with. Stewart's approval, Plexner asks Montagu Norman to
look favorably on a period at the Institute for Advanced
Study for Professor Henry Clay. It didn't come off at that
time.

D, Clay, Sir Henry (Deceased)
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/1936 12/3
1937 1/2?

BOUSIHG Facilities

Memoranda on professors* housing.

Piled in Vertical file und©p "B* for Housing.

s-5
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GEV£RAb Facilities

HODSlHff

B01LDIWO-S AHD GRGOTB&

A loog memorandum oa "Housing for Institute Professors"
dated December 3» 1936* (gadbra Cogj)

Filed in ?ertioal File under "H*1 for Housing.

Extra Cop^_ from D Fil«f Buildings and Grounds, 1932*1936
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HOUSING (PROFESSORS) Facilities

RIEFLER, W. W. Biographical

A long report from Riefler on situation in Princeton
and the need for the Institute to help professors get their
homesc Recapitulation:

(1) The Institute should stand ready to lease professors
sites for houses. Lease for lifetime but no less than 5>0 years.
At annual rate to assure i[.-l/2 per cent interest on costs to
Institute.

(2) Institute to loan full cost of the house to the
professors on mortgages at ij.-l/2 per cent, monthly amortization,
25 years. *-—•"

Safeguards: total mortgage not to exceed twice the annual
income of the professor from his salary. The mortgagor to
take out an insurance policy for meeting the mortgage.

(3) Lessors agree that anyone to whom he might rent or
sell would asKBOsplisk be acceptable to the Institute (refers to
ground lease). pA Confldentlal P1ies, March ?, 19̂ 7
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POLICY Administration

STIPENDS 4cademic Personnel

MEMBERS

VEBIEN, 0. Biographical

Veblen to Plexner, December Ij., 1936.

He transmits "the little sceed" which he haa promised him. It
deals with the relationship of the permanent professors at the Institute
ana the short-term/ (usually one year) members, and closes, "it would be
hard to. exaggerate the importance of the stream floxtfing through it to the
Institute itself. If this stream should dry up, there would be danger that
the 'academic heaven' would approach the state of Nirvana."

He goes on to sav^Jbhat the funds which the Institute devotes to the
stipends for temporary -mPa'&iffiVg are matched and probably exceeded in amount
by the contributions from outside sources.V^M, V. !.,/i\io v,,t Vi •./.;.

The founders and Trustees of the Institute, therefore, have a right
to feel that their generous support of scholarship is receiving recognition

The funds which the Institute devotes to the
stipends for temporary members are mathhed and
probably exceeded in amount by the contributions
from outside sources. Every university which
grants a member of its faculty leave of absence

to come to the Institute is making a contribution
to scholarship of a definite pecuniary value.
This is by no means always a routine matter..<,
The various universities and foundations (e. g.
Trinity College, Cambridge, and the Rockefeller
Foundation) which send young men here on
fellowships are all making financial contributions
to the same cause.

The founders and trustees of the Institute
therefore have a right to feel that their generous
support of scholarship is receiving recognition
not merely in the form of words of praise and
gratitude, but also in the more concrete form
of pecuniary support and ready cooperation,
(Veblen to Plexner, December Ij., 1936, IV-20)
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iiot merely in the form of words of praise and. gratitude, but also in the
more concrete form of pecuniary support and ready cooperation,,"

Pile IV-20
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

FLEXNER, A.

VEBLEN, 0.

NOTES

Relations WQAI

Bioraphical

s letter^ explaining why he doesnlt want to make
an issue about parking space for automobiles of Institute
people toutside Pine Hall. He has spoken to Professor Sraythe
about it, ana Sraythe has said that all permanent members of
the Institute should have the privilege of parking outside
Pine Hall. "f*s goes on to say that he thinks walking wouldn't
hurt a lot of the Institute people, and, furthermore, that
no matter what the little difficulties are attendin the

quarters in Pine
to them, in view
given us the use

"Hall, l should
of the fact that
of the library,
service, and

Institute's occupation of
simply subordinate myself
the use of Pine Hail, has
the library and janitor service, telehhone
luxurious quarters, and what is more important than all these
put together, the easy opportunity for conference, cooperation
ana contact with other men interested in mathematics and
mathematical physics. We must make a choice — to continue
our cooperation with Princeton, ignoring everything that is

not of prime Importance, or to set up shop alone0 In the
rmer case, we can hope to develop a great institution: in

latter axawi event, we shall have a" small one, ana the
first sub jec t to suffer would be mathematics."
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/1936 12/7
GOLDMAN, HETTY Biographical
FLEXNER, A.

There was
Correspondence with Mary Armstrong Melvin, Publicity woman for

the Radcliffe Quarterly.

Plexner on December 7, 1936, confirmed that Miss Goldman was the
first woman to be appointed to a full professorship on the staff of the
Institute for Advanced Stud y.

DPile, Goldman, Hetty,
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12/lii
12/23

HUSSERL, GERHARD Biographical

SCHUMPETER, JOSEPH A.

RIEFLER, WINFIELD W.

ECONOMICS Academic Activities

Schumpeter (Harvard University) to Flexner (IAS, Princeton University):

"A few days ago I had a visit from Professor Gerhard Husserl, who years ago,
before he was called tfc Kiel, was my colleague in Bonn. I was then, and I have been
again, struck by his talent, the width of his philosophical erudition and all that he
means for general jurisprudence. I don't know whether you have met him, but it occurred
to me that he may be just the type of man you are now recruiting for your Institute.

"His remarkable publications have made quite a name for him in Germany and
since there/astendency in this direction in this country, they may before long do so here.
I do not know at all what your plans are and I am throwing out the suggestion at the risk
of its being entirely off the point. Nor do I know what your policy is regarding tempor-
ary appointments, but I do think it might be worth your while to have him at your Insti-
tute for, say, a year in order to look at him."

Flexner to Schumpeter (Harvard University):

"Thank you very much for your kind note of December 7 in regard to Professor
Husserl. I saw him a few days ago and I believe that while he was here he had an inter-
view with Professor Riefler. I shall send your letter to Riefler, whose plans are,
however, still unformed. As far as he has progressed in his thinking he is inclined
to follow the policy pursued here in mathematics, namely, to mark off a section of the
economic field and cultivate it with unusual intensity."

Riefler (IAS) to Flexner (Princeton): (.9<,t 1*3 H3V)

"I am returning the letter of Professor Schumpeter concerning Professor
Gerhard Husserl. I do not feel that we have progressed far enough at present to consider
temporary appointments."

File 11-32
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1936

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities

VSBIEN, OSWALD . Biographical

A letter from Veblen to Mr. Maass with blue-prints of a tentative plan for the
reconditioning of Olden Manor. According to these plans, the most economical Veblen
could concoct- the exterior would be left unaltered, and the good features of the interior
would be undisturbed. f'The structural changes would probably cost less than $2000."
Also heating, plumbing, electric wiring, redecorating, etc., making an estimated budget
of $10,000.

i ''•'• "The chief weakness -of the plan proposed is that it does not provide servants' quarter
! This is not a very f serious difficulty if the house is utilized as I suggest below. But
[if it were to be t>sed as a home for the Director, a servants* wing or servants* quarters
in another building would probably have to be added. . .

Codification of the second and third floors would make nine bedrooms and four baths
between the two floors.

"On the ground floor the room marked 'Library* (the present dining room) i? to be
improved by tearing out the present badly designed closets and staircase. The fine old
-fireplace in the room marked 'Dining room* would be restored. A servant's bedroom and

bath would be introduced at the expense of the present unduly large kitchen...

"...The ground floor is admirably suited for social gatherings...A place for social
gatherings af the ps temporary members of the Institute and their wives is a very real
need at the present time...Mrs. Flexner and tthe wives of the Professors have done a
great deal to meet this situation, and I am sure would be greatly helped by the facilities
which the Olden house would provide.

"Room on the second and third floors could be rented to members of the Institute...
One or two could be reserved for visitors who come to the Institute on scientific or
other business for short period."

Source: A File IAS (home)
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BUILDINGS AND GSOUNDS Facilities

Maass to ELexner:

He writes about two proposals to be presented at the Executive Committee meeting:

"...First, to consider the proposed alterations to the Olden Manor in order that it
may be used as a centre and club for the activities of the staff and student body of the
Institute. Herwwith enclosed is a blue print which indicates the suggested changes in
part but not in whole, as some modification of the proposed plan may be suggested later on,
At present Olden Manor is a dead loss to the Institute..."

"The second proposal to be taken jip by the Committee is much more vital and far-
reaching. You will remember having discussed with me on various occasions the practica-
bility of using a part of the land acquired by the Institute to enable members of the
staff to build homes for themselves in order to meefl the housing difficulties in Princeton1,

Mr. Riefler drew up a plan, which Maass approves, and says the capital expenditure
by the Institute will be fully repaid over a period of years. "If the opportunity of the

I plan were extended to the members of the Princeton faculty and staff, it should result in
'\e development of an entirely new community which would in and of itself add immeasurably
* Ito the value of the remainder of our land..."

Source: IAS Trustees - Maass, -"̂ erbert H.
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Mr Pyne presented to the Univ. a gift
i*i

of the land o.n readmead and environs and
>-

2? houses a la the ̂ liot's, the purpose

being that they were for "impecunious

professors" who could not afford more than

two servants. Whan? Is it true?
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